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FOREWORD
It is with great pleasure that we share with you the proceedings of the 28th ASET Annual Conference
held online 7-8th September 2021. The Conference brought together 194 attendees; employers, early
researchers, specialists, and practitioners, to share their perspectives and tools with a focus on new
skills for this new world, whilst also having some fun.
Day One provided us with insights into the opportunities, challenges, and changes that the last 18
months have brought. Our thanks to Deyrick Allen, Managing Director IoT Horizon Ltd,
Dr Margherita Bacigalupo Research Fellow at the Joint Research Centre (JRC), the European
Commission's Science Service, David Casey Expert Advisor to Associate Professor for Student Affairs,
United Arab Emirates University, Dr Jane Parry Lecturer and Director of Research for HRM and
Organisational Behaviour Southampton Business School, University of Southampton, and Dr Karsten
Zegwaard Director of Work-Integrated Learning Research, The University of Waikato, New Zealand.
This varied international panel provided rich insights into the opportunities created by adversity and
the emerging ways of working which will influence the way we support work based and placement
learners for years to come.
The keynote sessions highlighted the value of work based and placement learning and the ways in
which we as practitioners can showcase our work. Our sincere thanks to Professor Helen Higson, OBE,
Aston University, for her insights and guidance.
As the world of work changes and flexes, our long-term partnership with RateMyPlacement continues
to grow and develop. Our thanks to Lizzie Brock Marketing Director and Nisha Batish Marketing
Manager, for sharing their Insights in these truly challenging times.
Each year ASET supports research through a range of bursaries and offers a platform to showcase
members’ work. Feedback to date indicates that one of the highlights of conference was the
presentation of the 2021 Student Bursary project (submitted by Anne Lloyd (née McCabe), City,
University of London) and undertaken by Sophie Gueli. Sophie’s confident and insightful presentation
highlighted the views of Generation Z.
Day Two opened with an address from our President, Geoffrey Copland, OBE, who applauded the
tenacity and creativity with which ASET members had approached the pandemic and flourished. The
day continued to provide new insights, the sharing of toolkits and an opportunity from our long-term
partner, Pagoda Projects. Thank you to Jamie Bettles and the team for such a wonderful opportunity
for the students of ASET member institutions to gain additional experiences.
The final keynote was presented by Ross McWilliam Mindset Pro. Our thanks to Ross for reminding us
to take care of ourselves and to recognise who we are and what motivates us.
The ASET Annual Conference is brought to you by a small, but powerful Conference Planning Group
comprised of ASET Trustees and members of the staff team. We are increasingly aware that the
delivery of online events, classes, tutorials, and webinars requires a significant amount of extra work
and knowledge development to ensure that we deliver quality products and services. Our sincere
thanks to this team for their tireless commitment, time, and energy, and for the support from the ASET
Board for bringing this event together in what continue to be challenging times.
Francesca Walker-Martin
ASET Chair
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PRESIDENT’s ADDRESS
Dr Geoffrey Copland CBE
ASET President, Dr Geoffrey Copland CBE, opened Day 2 by giving
thanks to all in the ASET Community for making time to come to
conference to share their knowledge and experiences.
Dr Copland acknowledged the remarkable achievements from within
the community over the previous 18 months which had demanded
huge efforts by all in the most difficult COVID -19 circumstances for
staff and students alike. He particularly recognised the flexibility of
thinking demonstrated, and action taken, in response to rapid and
continual changes of direction through the pandemic.
In such an uncertain and changing climate politically, Dr Copland recognised that it can be hard to
determine what is expected of the Higher Education sector, facing demands from employers, funders, and
students, each with their own wants and needs. He also acknowledged the difficulties of ensuring access to
international opportunities for students in a post Brexit UK, without Erasmus, and ahead of the
introduction of Turing.
Urging all to make the most of conference, to make connections, and talk to each other whenever possible
and to keep sharing experiences and being innovative, Dr Copland highlighted the value of the ASET
Community and thanked the Executive, the newly formed Advocates Group and the administration team
for all their work for ASET and hours of Zooming.
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PANEL: New Skills for a New World
Our panel of experts from diverse backgrounds and roles with experience of Work- Related Learning, in all
its guises, both in the UK Higher Education sector, and globally, came together to consider their responses
to and thoughts around a range of questions under the following topic headers:
The Impact of Covid
The University Sector
Working with employers
Working Globally
ASET Chair, Francesca Walker-Martin led the discussion as Panel Chair, and delegates were invited to join
the conversation, and to pose further questions to the panel.

The Panel:
Invited by ASET Chair, Francesca Walker-Martin:

Deyrick Allen, Founder/Managing Director, www.iothorizon.com
Deyrick Allen
I first met Deyrick 3 years ago, when he delivered a keynote at our inaugural Degree
Apprenticeship conference at the University of Central Lancashire. Deyrick talked about technology and
how it can improve and enhance both our lives and businesses. He demonstrated a scanner which he
swept around the room to (a) show that it could read the labels on our clothes, and (b) to demonstrate
how quickly products could be counted, so improving the speed at which companies could stock check. He
then wowed the audience with his biometric ring, which he used instead of a credit card. Deyrick simply
waved his hand over the point- of- sale handset to pay for goods. I remember thinking then that
technology was moving at an incredible speed. The speed of change can be really quite daunting, but
Deyrick’s company, IOT Horizon, focusses on ‘helping businesses to conquer Digital Transformation and
thrive in the Digital World’.
I could think of no-one better to talk to us about the impact of COVID-19 and what has changed in the last
18 months.
Invited by ASET Trustee, Steve Osborne:

Dr Margherita Bacigalupo, Research Fellow at Joint Research Centre (JRC)

- European Commission's Science Service

Margherita Bacigalupo
In her role at the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission, Margherita leads
the work on the European Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (EntreComp), published in 2016. For
the past four years, she has been promoting its take-up. In collaboration with international researchers,
she compiled examples of use through EntreComp into Action (2018) and EntreComp at work (2020). She
has looked into its usefulness for informal learning through the Entrepreneurial Employee in the Public and
Private Sector (2020). She has also co-authored the EntreComp Playbook (2020), to support educators to
embed entrepreneurial learning practices in their portfolio. Margherita is an Honorary Fellow of the
Institute of Enterprise and Entrepreneurs.
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Invited by ASET Trustee, Seamus McConomy:

David Casey, Expert Advisor to Associate Professor for Student Affairs,

United Arab Emirates University
David Casey

As we consider how to prepare students to take their place in this new world of learning and applied
professional development Seamus, has invited David Casey to join the expert panel.
David’s experience of employability provision in higher education spans Ireland, South Africa and United
Arab Emirates and which is combined with work in private sector business that has delivered digital
courses, programmes and competency training globally. Practitioner colleagues in the ASET Community
can benefit from David’s perspective of having established transformative partnerships within higher
education and corporate circles, making a unique contribution to the discussion panel at this year’s “New
Skills for a New World” conference.
Invited by ASET Trustee Andy Dodge:

Dr Jane Parry , Lecturer and Director of Research for HRM and Organisational Behaviour
within Southampton Business School at the University of Southampton
Jane Parry
Dr Jane Parry is a sociologist of work and employment; her research looks at how employment and careers
are changing within different occupations, as well as how disadvantage operates within labour markets. Jane
has been working in applied research for a wide range of funders and government departments for the past
two decades, recently sitting on the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) working
group on The Future of Work. She is currently leading the UKRI/ESRC-funded longitudinal project Work After
Lockdown.

Invited by ASET Chair, Francesca Walker-Martin:

Dr Karsten Zegwaard, Director of Work-Integrated Learning Research, The University of
Waikato, New Zealand

Karsten Zegwaard
I was introduced to Karsten through WACE where he is the Vice Chair (Oceania) of the International
Research Committee and a Board Member, he is also the Editor of the International Handbook for WorkIntegrated Learning. When searching for panel members, Karsten immediately stood out as a go-to
person; his broad experience of research-informed best practice of Work Integrated Learning (WIL), and
passion for enabling students simply shone through. I am delighted that he will be joining us in the early
evening hours from his home in New Zealand.
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KEYNOTE
How do we use data in our HE Providers to evaluate practice?
Helen Higson OBE,
Professor of Higher Education Learning and Management,
Aston Business School:
Helen Higson has just returned as Professor of Higher Education Learning and Management at Aston
Business School, after 10 years as Aston University’s Deputy Vice-Chancellor. She a board member of
Advance HE and the Society for Research in Higher Education (SRHE) and has been involved in TEF panels
since their inception. In 2011 Helen was awarded an OBE for services to higher education, she is a National
Teaching Fellow and a Principal Fellow of Advance HE. Her research is in intercultural and employability
competencies, widening participation and the management of Higher Education.
Helen’s keynote
Earlier in the year I spoke at ASET’s Leadership Exchange, where the panel were asked to considered:
What are elements of placement practice you feel need renewed focus in 2021 and what data can we
use to underline this? Someone in the audience asked for advice on: how to persuade your Vice
Chancellor that placements and work-based learning are worth the investment? In response I commented,
what area of University objectives do they NOT add value to? And listed the major items at the top of
every Vice Chancellor’s in tray, which probably keep them awake at night, all of which I believe work based
and placement learning provides an answer to.
My reply clearly sparked some interest amongst ASET members. We all know that the management of
Work based and Placement Learning programmes takes a huge amount of time, energy and money. It is
not a cheap option if you are looking at just the financial bottom line. It is not something that you can do
en masse, although many are valiantly trying to do so. At Aston colleagues in our Careers and Placements
team are placing well over 2,000 students every year.
Despite this, I know that colleagues in the ASET Community are constantly being asked for evidence to
prove their worth. Whilst everyone has anecdotal evidence from their students, and individual stories of
life-changing placements, being able to access appropriate data to support this is not always available or
ready to hand. In these challenging times, we know our members need the confidence to be able to ‘sell
themselves’ within their institutions, and to discover where the supporting data can be found, and most of
all, everyone needs help to ensure their – your - message is heard.
Let’s look at what’s in that VC’s in tray:
i) She/he is very concerned about; the reputation of their University, the League Tables and the key
compliance points that the institution needs to meet for the Office for Students.
ii) She/he is keen to ensure that as many students as possible want to study at the University, and
increasingly that their organisation is seen to be making a measurable impact on businesses, other
organisations, the local region and society more generally
VC’s will have a set of KPIs by which the performance of the university, and indeed themselves, will be
measured by their governing body. So let’s now look at some of those KPIs and the impact that placements
and work based learning have at a random institution:
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Undergraduate outcomes: Highly Skilled Employment or Further Study from Graduate outcomes.
This institution has set itself a target of 80% in a graduate level role or in further study in the next Graduate
Outcomes survey. Such metrics measure something which is some years in the past, but let’s consider
some enabling metrics we can use to help the senior management team be assured we are on track
towards this target. This institution narrowed it down to these enablers:
i) The current proportion of uptake of a 3rd year work placement
The research says you are up to twice as employable in graduate level jobs if you have undertaken a work
placement. (My colleagues Liz Moores and Reddy wrote a significant contribution to this research in their
2012 article, ‘No regrets? Measuring the career benefits of a psychology placement year’ in Assessment and
Evaluation in Higher Education.) This institution immediately saw the importance of this and part of their
strategy became to increase the number of students on work placement. This was done in a number of
ways, but on top of the usual ones, were to appoint a pre-arrival careers advisor, because our research
showed (Higson, H.E. and Andrews, J., 2013, ‘How to enhance your degree: the value of placements and
work based learning’, ASET, Greenwich, September) that most students had decided whether they would
undertake a placement year BEFORE they went to university, indeed before they chose university.
ii) The percentage of degrees with compulsory placements
This was the thing I fought for and after one terrible mistake related to Law with Management, managed to
achieve at Aston. I convinced our learning and teaching committee that all new degrees should have a
compulsory placement year, unless there was a really good reason not to. This is why Aston has the only
history and English degrees in the country with a compulsory placement year, and why despite some push
back from staff running other subjects, there are few exemptions.
It is all very well having all these degrees with placements and converting students to understanding the
importance of doing a placement before they arrive to study at university, but the very people who we
know benefit most from doing a placement also need to be convinced to do one.
iii) Increasing the graduating cohort’s placement take up
Much research shows that doing a work placement increases your employability and your academic
performance, but the main reason for this we found in our 2015 study (Jones, C.M., Green, J.P. and Higson,
H.E., ‘Do Work Placements Improve Final Year Academic Performance or do High-Calibre Students Choose
to do Work Placements?’ Studies in Higher Education, Vol:1-17,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03075079.2015.1073249 ) is that the best students (in terms of engagement
and social capital and academic results) are more likely to do a placement. So the main measurable target
has to be increase the number of students in these groups who undertake a placement. This is the obvious
reason why a university should invest in support for the placement/ work based learning activities. But it
goes well beyond this, outside the immediate employability sphere.
Achievement and attainment and progression
While for years the spotlight was on recruiting from a diverse student group, in their Access and
Participation Plans, universities have now to set some very tight targets on what happens to students while
they are studying at University. It is no longer enough just to recruit, everyone you recruit must thrive. It is
not just getting in, but also getting on.
While many universities have invested greatly in outreach activities, and also in graduate outcomes, what
they do not always see is that the KPIs and targets they have for student retention, attainment and
achievement are just as linked with integrated work experience, and that investment in that area has far
reaching positive effects.
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Let’s start with recruitment retention. The university I was mystery shopping in had a governing body KPI
target of 97% undergraduate retention and continuation, and a significant growth target. For a Vice
Chancellor this KPI is particularly important for a number of reasons. First of all, every student you lose is a
large amount of money lost to the university for each year of study. I can’t emphasise enough how much
that means to an Executive team. Secondly, to lose a student is inefficient. Why spend all that time
recruiting a student if you lose them before they graduate. And of course that student will go away and say
bad things to others and that effects the university’s reputation, something else which will worry a VC.
So how can placements and work based learning help here?
Research further shows that retention and continuation are often based on the motivation that you give
them to study and the relevance of what they are studying. This area is clearly right in the placement and
work based learning practitioner’s remit. In terms of growth, it is a very crowded market. What can a
university do to make itself stand out? How can it show that it is best value for money?
So what can a placements work based learning team do about this?
Of course, as we all know, coming out of university as a highly employable global citizen is a compelling
reason. Given that placement and work based learning increases your employability and your learning
outcomes (on average by half a degree class) 2011 study (Driffield, N.L., Foster, C.S. and Higson, H.E.
‘Placements and degree performance: Do placements lead to better marks, or do better students choose
placements?’ Association of Sandwich Education and Training, Leeds, (online)
https://www.asetonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/RP-Proceedings-2011.pdf why would you not
want to go to a university which offers you that, and which does not just leave you to find your own
placement either, but supports you to develop your employability skills and matches you with employers?
I know what it is like to stand up at an Open Day and to sell this proposition – it is very compelling.
Also of course it helps reputation via the League Tables. Like them or loathe them, the league tables are
definitely a strong marketing tool. Many of the things they measure are areas which add value to students
and which change their longer term life chances. Measurements and tables which are now part of our lives
are highly influenced by what we do in the work placement area. TEF gave a very high weighting to
employability metrics and the NSS results are also shown to be highly influenced by a students’ satisfaction
with not only their course, but the support they are receiving in getting a job. Both these are scrutinised in
great detail by our representative VC and her/his team, where a governing body KPI is Student Satisfaction:
At least 90% overall satisfaction in NSS and more recently Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey (PTES):
upper quartile for “satisfaction with my course” from PTES. The PTES shows students are more satisfied if
they have opportunities for work experience, particularly if it is integrated into their course, and the PRES
survey for doctoral students shows students rate the opportunities they have for work experience, paid
and unpaid, highly.
Now let’s look at attainment in detail.
This is the newest area of compliance which will undoubtedly keep a Vice Chancellor awake at night. This
issue is a bit of a balancing act in terms of data. Ministers are very concerned that a top degree is no longer
what it was in the good old days. We have all seen the headlines of dumbing down in universities, an
increase in first class degrees, degrees in green-keeping or plumbing, etc. There may be some truth in this,
but there are other factors, such as better teaching from better qualified staff and mechanisms like the
placement year which, as research has found, increases the class of your degree. (as referenced above and
also way back in 2008 when Jane Andrews and I wrote our most cited paper: Andrews, J. and Higson, H.
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‘Graduate Employability, “Soft Skills” versus “Hard” Business Knowledge: A European Study’, Higher
Education in Europe, Vol. 33 (4), pp.411-422.)
On the other hand, the government is more concerned about the attainment gap. It is great to recruit from
a wider and more diverse pool of students, but if they come into study at university with the same
qualifications, but achieve less at graduation, I think we can all agree that there is something wrong. For
me this is the biggest ethical issue, and something universities and the government are right to be
concerned about. But it is also the area which I believe placements and work based learning can have the
greatest impact on, and which must therefore, make a very compelling argument to a senior management
team.
We carried out some extensive research using every variable possible to find out what closes the degree
attainment gap.
We looked at previous attainment, family, ethnicity, gender etc etc. The only variable which made any
difference, and significantly so, was whether you have done a work placement or not (Birdi, G.K., Moores,
E. and Higson, H.E., ‘The pervasive problem of the Higher Education BME performance gap: Reflections on
prior experience policy and placements, Frontiers in Psychology, volume 8, article 1518).
At Aston the degree attainment gap is very close, in my view this is because our senior management team
understood our history and track record in changing lives via integrated work experience. In this talk I have
concentrated on more quantitative data, but this can very profitably be supplemented by case studies and
testimonials of students and their employers. There is no clearer evidence of the impact of integrated
work experience on transforming lives than to read the feedback from students as they return from
placement. Reading through their accounts I have found examples of many millions of pounds of savings
to the organisation created by a placement student idea, projects completed which never would have been
done, work abroad that has brought resilience and awareness of diversity, etc etc. Put one or two of these
in front of your VC and see what happens. Put one or two more [case studies of returning placement
students and their employers] in front of your governing body and things will get even better.
I hope you are picking up from my speech that beyond issues of employability, ethics, compliance and
social mobility, all areas a wise Vice Chancellor will include and invest in, involving placement and work
based learning staff in their university strategy development and operationalisation will also prove to be a
significant benefit.
I therefore end by going back to my original premise; my view is that placements and integrated work
experience are indeed the answer to EVERYTHING.
ASET members know that work based and placement learning provides students with an opportunity to
engage with real world experiences, the opportunity to gain transferrable skills directly relevant to their
graduate roles, as well as increasing their academic and personal confidence. More widely within Higher
Education, the importance of these staff members’ work can be missed or not fully understood by those
who do not work in the area, particularly as this work is labour intensive. When allocating resources,
management teams rely on data to inform their decisions. In HE institutions if you can make your
argument based on empirical research, you know that you will be listened to more.
I hope I have given you some ideas for advocating within your institution, and producing robust arguments
which highlight the importance and value of work based and placement learning.
I hope I have offered everyone something to think about and perhaps to argue about later in the day.
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KEYNOTE
Inspiring students with the first steps in their careers in a post-pandemic world
We'll share insights with you about how we've engaged with students over the last 12 months. We'll also
explore how we can use these learnings to support you and your students in the future.

Lizzie Brock
Lizzie is the Marketing Director at RMP Enterprise Ltd, the company
behind the UK’s leading undergraduate website, RateMyPlacement.
Having worked at RMP for more than eleven years, Lizzie is responsible
for overseeing the marketing of all products in the RMP Enterprise
portfolio, working closely with internal and external stakeholders
(including ASET) to inspire change, growth and recognition within the
industry.
Nisha Batish
Nisha is the Marketing Manager at RMP Enterprise. She has been in her
role for just over two years and previously worked at a further education
college and Kingston University in a marketing role. She leads the
delivery of campaigns on and off campus, spearheading the annual NUE
Awards and implements new strategies to ensure RateMyPlacement’s
success.

Presentation

Inspiring students with the
first steps in their careers
in a post- pandemic world

Have you been to Cornwall before?

Powered by
www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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Your next
45 mins!
●

How we’ve adapted to engage with
students over the last 12 months

●

Feedback and learnings from
students around virtual events

●

What we have in store for the
future

●

Q&A

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Lizzie Brock
Marketing Director

Nisha Batish
Marketing Manager

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Inspiring students
to take the first
steps in their career

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

HOW WE’VE ADAPTED TO
ENGAGE STUDENTS OVER
THE LAST 12 MONTHS

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

1. We hosted 8 Virtual Events!

1. We hosted 8 Virtual Events!

Student Stats

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

●

10,000+ attendees across all events

●

100 universities + represented

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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2.
Helped students develop
their work- readiness skills

1. We hosted 8 Virtual Events!

98%of students rated the events as “Excellent” or “Good”

●

99% of students would attend again

●
●

Wellbeing and resilience under
lockdown
Virtual first impressions
Remote networking

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

2.
Helped students develop
their work- readiness skills

2.
Helped students develop
their work- readiness skills

10,000 students
enrolled!

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

2.
Helped students develop
their work- readiness skills

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

3. Hired 700 DIGITAL Brand Ambassadors

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

3. Hired 700 DIGITAL Brand Ambassadors

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

3. Hired 700 DIGITAL Brand Ambassadors

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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4.
Ran 25 Digital Creative
Campaigns
with Employer Partners

Un ilev er

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

HSB C

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Po lic e No w
Tom orrow ’s Lead ers

76% of Gen Zers said
they feel diversity and
inclusion is an important
topic for brands to
address

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Why did these campaigns
engage students?

“ Su st ain ab ilit y is k ey
f o r Gen Z”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Why did these campaigns
engage students?

(Yo u t h sig h t & UCA S, 20 21)

●

“ Su st ain ab ilit y is k ey
f o r Gen Z”
(Yo u t h sig h t & UCA S, 20 21)

Concepts resonated with
Gen Z

●

Concepts resonated with
Gen Z

●

Competitions and prizes!

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Why did these campaigns
engage students?

“ Su st ain ab ilit y is k ey
f o r Gen Z”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Why did these campaigns
engage students?

“ Su st ain ab ilit y is k ey
f o r Gen Z”
(Yo u t h sig h t & UCA S, 20 21)

(Yo u t h sig h t & UCA S, 20 21)

●

Concepts resonated with
Gen Z

●

Concepts resonated with
Gen Z

●

Competitions and prizes!

●

Competitions and prizes!

●

Multi- stage competitions

●

Multi- stage competitions

●

New and innovative
technology

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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5.
Gave away £9,250!

5.
Gave away £9,250!

“I was overwhelmed with emotions. As a prospective
learning disability nurse, I encourage people living
with learning disabilities to try new things, urging them
never to say it’s impossible and helping them fulfil
their potential. You never know, luck like this can
happen to anyone, but you’ll never experience it
unless you try. My family and friends are still in
shock…”
A big thank you to RateMyPlacement. You have made
the beginning of my second year a wonderful one, and
I am most grateful.”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Looking back on the virtual events and webinars you attended what did
students say were the best bits?

LEARNINGS FROM OUR
VIRTUAL EVENTS

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Looking back on the virtual events and webinars you attended what did
students say were the best bits?

Q&A session w it h
em ployers

4 8%

Em ployer present at ions

44%

Using t he chat funct ion

34 %

Tak ing part in polls

32%

Q&A session w it h
st udent s

28%

1:1 net w ork ing

24 %

Lo o k in g b ac k o n
t h e v ir t u al ev en t s
an d w eb in ar s y o u
at t en d ed ...
W h at w er e t h e
b est b it s?

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

What didn’t students like about virtual events?

“Poor i n t er n et c o n n ec t i o n
ca u sin g in t erru p t ion ”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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“Poor i n t er n et c o n n ec t i o n
ca u sin g in t erru p t ion ”

“Poor i n t er n et c o n n ec t i o n
ca u sin g in t erru p t ion ”

“On lin e even t s d o n 't p r o v i d e t h e sa m e p er so n a l
ex p er i en c e a s in p erson …Th ere is less en g a g em en t
w h en a skin g q u est ion s on on lin e even t s”

“On lin e even t s d o n 't p r o v i d e t h e sa m e p er so n a l
ex p er i en c e a s in p erson …Th ere is less en g a g em en t
w h en a skin g q u est ion s on on lin e even t s”
“No f r eeb i es! Bu t I d o en joy
a t t en d in g even t s in m y p yja m a s”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Do you think students would like virtual events to continue in the
next academic year?

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Do you think students would like virtual events to continue in the
next academic year?

Yes

26%

No

15%

I would like a mix of both virtual, and
face to face

55%

Not sure

4%

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

INSPIRING AND
ENGAGING STUDENTS IN
2021 AND BEYOND

Are virtual events here to stay?

5 IDEAS

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

1. VIRTUAL EVENTS

2. GOING BACK TO
FACE TO FACE!

7 6 to go!
Attending 10 Freshers fairs

Inspirational Women in Financial Services
STEM
Be your authentic self at work
“It’s not who you know”
Black Heritage in Business
Inspirational Women in STEM

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk
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3. NEW GUIDE!

3. NEW GUIDE!

“This was such a fun project to work on and I
have learnt a lot from the process. Thank you
RateMyPlacement for giving us young
designers a chance to build our portfolio and
share our work 😊👏🎉”

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

4. EMPLOYER PARTNERSHIPS
J.P. Morgan

4. EMPLOYER PARTNERSHIPS
Liverpool City Region Grad Scheme

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

5. Video content on social media

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

5. Video content

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

To Summarise...
COVID FORCED US TO ADAPT QUICKLY….AND WE’VE
LEARNT A LOT!
●
Virtual events
●
Virtual experiences
●
Digital Brand Ambassadors
●
Digital creative campaigns with employers
THEMES / CONCEPTS THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO GEN Z
help to increase engagement

BEFORE WE FORGET...

F2F IS AND ALWAYS WILL BE KEY...but digital can play a
much bigger role in future
THANK YOU! For all your support over the last year and
for everything you do to inspire students to take the first
steps in their career

www.ratemyplacement.co.uk

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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THANK YOU!
Any questions? 😊
Lizzie@rmpenterprise.co.uk
Nisha@rmpenterprise.co.uk

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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KEYNOTE
Five Subtle Principles of Building Resilience and Wise Wellbeing
Ross McWilliam www.mindsetpro.co.uk
A long‐standing practitioner who specialises in building confidence and positivity in
both adults and children, Ross has the ability to build you up or calm you down. He brings out the best in
people, empowering them to try new things and to overcome their fears. His focus on a positive mindset
provides the tools and techniques to keep going, especially when workloads are high and the pressure is
on.
Watch Ross on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6MGw5G728s&t=16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYB4Bg7hNvY&t=81s

Presentation

Group agreement

Getting to know you

Awareness of confidentiality
Respect others – culturally, emotionally, religiously,
non‐discrimination, non‐stigma language, listening skills, polite
No wrong questions
Safe, Secure, Sharing learning environment – SSS
Here to support you – inform you – build you up – have some fun?

Eat chocolate

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Five Subtle Principles of Resilience and
Wise Wellbeing
1. Using stress
positively

2. Building
resilience
(caveat)

4. Harmony
Collaboration
Visualisation

3. Being
vulnerable

5. Being
connected

1. Stress - friend or foe?

Stress sweet spot

Gabor Mate

5 practical strategies for mental fitness

2. Building Resilience (caveat)
• Keep going
• Don't give up
• Adaptability
• Learn and reinvent better
• Bouncebackability

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Find your inner strength - Rick Hanson 2018

12 Resilient
factors

Mindfulness, compassion,
adaptability,co-operation,
gratitude, self-esteem,
learning, GRIT, motivation,
courage, aspiration, generosity

Resilience is not just
for surviving the
worst day of your
life, its for thriving
everyday of your life

Dr Rick Hanson

Miriam Alexander - Guardian March 2021

Resilience Exercises - Stacey Zeiger
Developing routines & rituals
Prioritising tasks
Juggling emotions & responsibilities
Being optimistic
Gaining control of a situation
Learning to express yourself
Finding people to confide in
Setting boundaries

Retro & Future Resilience Visualisation

Visualisation

Visualisation

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Visualisation

Three Chair Challenge

3. Being Vulnerable

Paula Davis - Our Whole Self

4. Harmony & Collaboration

Chip and Dan Heath SWITCH 2011

5.Being connected, feeling supported & empathy

ELEPHANT & RIDER
JONATHAN HAIDT

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Well-being & triggers measurement

37

More information
 Ross McWilliam (BA Hons, MSc, PGCE, Dip Man, MHFA England Adult &
Youth Specialist) is a freelance speaker, trainer and author who has
worked in over 1500 schools and colleges for over 30 years.






Mob: 07771 916788
Email: ross@rossmcwilliam.com
Web: www.mindsetpro.co.uk
Social: LinkedIn
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ASET BURSARY PROJECT
2021 ASET Summer Project Bursary
The Summer Project Bursary offers a placement opportunity exclusively for undergraduates. This
year’s bursary was awarded to City, University of London:

Project Student:

Anne Lloyd (née McCabe), Work-Based Learning Advisor, Professional Liaison
Unit, School of Mathematics, Computer Science and Engineering,
City, University of London
Sophie Gueli, BSc Computer Science (2019-2022) City, University of London

Project:

Has COVID-19 changed Work based Learning forever?

Award Winner:

Presentation

Project Introduction
▪ Increase in the number of virtual internships offered in the

Has COVID-19
Changed WorkBased Learning
Forever?

UK
▪ Virtual internships in their varying forms have been noted

positively have attracted optimistic views on their current
and future application in the UK

Sophie Gueli

Background & Research Context
▪ An investigation into the perceptions of the ongoing value of virtual work-

based learning experiences to a post-pandemic society
▪ Differentiate between the different types of virtual work-based learning

and associated perceptions of future value
▪ Research aims to specifically consider value with respect to equality

considerations and ‘the future of work’
▪ Present useful findings for universities, students and employers alike

Research Design
▪ Secondary Research

▪ Online and library search of journal articles, industry reports, news
articles, blogs, webinar
▪ Search terms: virtual internship, teleworking, remote work experience,
project-based learning, future of work, graduate employment, graduate
skills, digital divide, widening participation
▪ Cohesive piece

Research Design
▪ Primary Research

▪ Own anecdotal experiences included
▪ A focused, incentivised survey open to all current undergraduate City,
University of London students from the School of Mathematics,
Computer Science and Engineering (SMCSE) Undergraduate students
▪ Inclusion criteria: Current undergraduate City, University of London
student from SMCSE who have completed/enrolled to complete (as at
summer 2021), a form of virtual work-based learning experience
▪ Exclusion criteria: Individuals that do not fit the inclusion criteria

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Post-pandemic
society
49 participants; 21 in scope, complete responses

Flexibility

New tech

Growth
opportunities

Proficiency

Work-life
balance

x

Greater
expectations

Competitive
edge

Higher
productivity

Millenials / gen z desires

Accessibility
& equality

Post pandemic workplace
world

Findings

Asynchronous

Networking

Work-life balance

Synchronous

Social

Experience

Company Projects

Little impact

Flexibility

VALUE

Synchronous
Company Projects

Mental
health

Recommendations
Growth
opportunities

Proficiency

Greater
expectations

Work-life
balance
Millenials / gen z desires

Accessibility

New tech

Flexibility

x

Asynchronous

▪ Recommendations for employers
▪ Ensure both you and the student benefit from the

Competitive
edge

Higher
productivity

experience
▪ Growth
▪ Impact

Accessibility
& equality

▪ Networking opportunities

Post pandemic workplace
world
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Recommendations

Recommendations

▪ Recommendations for universities / careers service

▪ Recommendations for students

▪ Which form of internship is going to be most valuable to
▪ What makes you the happiest?

their future progression?
▪ How does this particular individual thrive?

Limitations
▪ Student vs employer perceptions of value
▪ This has been an investigation on ongoing value of virtual

work-based learning experiences *for students*
City, University of London
Northampton Square
London
EC1V 0HB
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)20 7040 5060
E: department@city.ac.uk
www.city.ac.uk/department

In 2022 we will be offering two ASET bursaries:
2022 ASET Student Research Bursary
For small-scale research into Work Based and Placement Learning
ASET will provide payments totalling £2400 to fund a current student or recent graduate to carry
out a clearly defined piece of small-scale research (of approximately 300hrs / 40 days) designed to
grow the body of research into work based and placement learning. The work must be feasible
within the timescales but may be used to fund a feasibility study, or early part of a larger project.
ASET will provide a further £600 to your institution as a contribution towards expenses incurred in
attending conference, where the work will be presented.
2022 ASET Summer Project Bursary
For small-scale projects on Work Based and Placement Learning
ASET will provide payments totalling £2400 to a current undergraduate to carry out a project (of
approximately 300hrs / 40 days) examining an aspect of your institutional practice, or exploration of
a new initiative with the goal of sharing the learning with the ASET community. ASET will provide a
further £600 to your institution as a contribution towards expenses incurred in attending
conference, where the work will be presented.
To ensure successful completion, ASET will only consider applications for projects that could be
undertaken ONLINE or in person.
Full details of the application process for the 2022 ASET Bursaries are available for download from the
ASET website

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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RESEARCH SHOWCASE
The Research Showcase is an ideal opportunity to share recent practice and current research under any Placement,
Work based learning, or Employability related topic. Contributors were invited to present using only three slides,
and speaking for no more than five minutes. This format focussed Presenters on delivering their work to delegates in
a fast-paced, informative and entertaining style highlighting key points, aims, findings and plans for future research
and practice related work.
The Research Showcase provides an ideal beginning for first-time presenters, and a challenge to those more used to
presenting data and research.
Want to find out more about Research into Work based and Placement Learning?
The ASET Practice and Research Network meets annually in Spring. Why not get involved this year?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Are there particular areas of the placement/ careers support that you would like to explore within your own
institution?
Are there existing data sets (both quantitative and qualitative) in the university that could be used more fully
in the university?
Is there opportunity to expand on existing data sets within your own institution or do you wish to compare
with other similar sectors?
What could be useful for your line of work, or institution?
Find a friend – either in your own university, or through ASET
Join the ASET Practice and Research Network
Useful Journals:
• Higher Education, Skills and Work-based Learning
• Journal of Vocational Education & Training
• International Journal of Work-Integrated Learning
• Journal of Workplace Learning
• Development and Learning in Organization
• Education + Training
Web resources:
• QAA Work Based Learning
• NCUB Skills & Talent Projects
ASET Research
• Reports
• Previous conference proceedings

Online, 7th – 8th September 2021
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Showcase 1
Connecting the dots: how research is informing a Placement Practitioner Toolkit
Jo Ramsay
The University of Warwick
Joanna.ramsay@warwick.ac.uk

Abstract
A Placement Practitioner Toolkit, in development at the University of Warwick, supports the University’s strategies to
embed employability within the curriculum. As opportunities for placement learning continue to rise, the toolkit
brings together internal and external guidance, policies, processes and good practice to support Placement
Practitioners and academic departments with administrative work, student support and employer engagement.
In addition to informing content for the toolkit, research is helping to ‘connect the dots’ between central processes
and support for academic departments. The Internships, Placements and Work Experience team, responsible for the
toolkit, has identified processes, contacts and areas where further support is required to aid and point practitioners
in the right direction. This is resulting in mutually supportive and beneficial relationships, good practice, and the
sharing of ideas, knowledge and resources across departments.
This presentation will give a whistle-stop tour of how research has informed content and developed connections
across the university, including:
•
An overview of the research and basis for content
•
How connections have formed and developed to support stakeholder need
•
The value of these connections for ongoing review and developments
Presentation
How research is informing a
Placement Practitioner Toolkit

Joining the dots

Desk based research

• Relationship building
• Supporting and connecting colleagues
• Examples

Toolkit audit
ASET guides

•
•
•
•

Stakeholder consultation

Linking up colleagues
Developing resources
Sourcing information
Sharing good practice

Analysis

Continuous review
• Research:
• highlighted need and gaps in provision
• supporting resource development
• facilitating connections

• Up next:
• keeping toolkit current and stakeholders
updated
• ongoing review and evaluation
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

See Appendix A page – Placement Practitioner’s Toolkit
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Showcase 2
Understanding the value of a work placement: benchmarking competencies to support
targeted opportunities
Helen Hughes

University of Leeds
h.hughes@leeds.ac.uk

Abstract
This presentation will present data from a longitudinal, multi-partnered collaboration, which is studying the
development of students’ competencies through their 9-12 month work placements. Since 2016 (with data collection
still ongoing) we have been tracking students’ development across more than 100 competencies at three time points
(pre-placement, mid-placement and end-of-placement), exploring their proficiency and rates of development, as well
as measuring changes in their work attitudes, values and goals. Mid- and end-of placements we have collected
parallel data on our students’ proficiency from their workplace colleagues. So far, over 1,250 students have taken
part in the research from across three faculties within our institution; and over 1,900 Line Managers and workplace
peers from more than 280 organizations have provided ratings of students at multiple time points.
The presentation will showcase some key findings from the research, in particular relating to differences in the rates
that different competencies develop, as well as highlighting differences that are emerging across genders and
disciplines. It will highlight implications for how we best support students before, during, and after placements, and
better embed targeted learning opportunities in the wider curriculum
Presentation
Understanding the value of a work placement: Benchmarking
competencies to support targeted opportunities

Examples from the results: 1
Competency Development Rates

4.5
4.3
4.1
3.9
3.7
3.5
3.3
3.1

Questionnaires
at 3 time points

Multi-source
feedback

Reflective
essays

2.9

Persuading and
influencing

Working with
people

Following
instructions

Learning and
researching

Entrepreneurial Delivering results
and commercial
and meeting
customer
thinking
expectations

Pre Student

Research and
evidence base

Disciplinary
Comparisons

Mid Student

Leading and
supervising

Deciding and
initiating action

Applying
expertise and
technology

End Student

2016-2021
Leeds University Business School
© Dr Helen Hughes, h.hughes@leeds.ac.uk

© Dr Helen Hughes, h.hughes@leeds.ac.uk

Examples from the results: 2
Leading and Supervising
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1
3
Pre

Mid
Student

End
Line Manager

Mean

Peer

Do different groups of student need different
types of support?
How can we help students better estimate
their proficiency?

Leeds University Business School
© Dr Helen Hughes, h.hughes@leeds.ac.uk
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Showcase 3
Engaging students through Virtual Internships
Sarah Holcombe, Hannah Irwin, Katie Stote
University of Plymouth
Sarah.holcombe@plymouth.ac.uk

Abstract
University of Plymouth’s Virtual Internship Scheme is providing a powerful step-change in work based and placement
learning. Created in response to the unprecedented pressure on students graduating into a turbulent job market
and fragile economy in 2020, the scheme pays students and recent graduates to work with a company for 38 hours
on the delivery of a project.
One year later, the scheme continues to thrive; successfully expanding across undergraduate and postgraduate
students within the Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Business and delivering over 100 diverse and far-reaching
placements to date.
In this presentation, we will explore how our specialist placement practitioner developed a new scheme, maximising
internal resources and adding value to our existing offer. We will take a deep dive into the findings of our
longitudinal evaluation, discuss the challenges faced along the way and demonstrate how our approach has been
refined and developed as a result. Finally we will outline the benefits seen by key stakeholders: interns, academics
and external partners.
Presentation
Launching our Virtual Internship Scheme
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Showcase 4
Blended international internships in Barcelona, Spain
Sabrina Starke
Absolute Internships
sabrina@absoluteinternship.com

Abstract
Approximately 70% of our on-site Summer 2021 students are undertaking a blended internship, meaning that they
go to the office at least once per week and work the rest of the week remotely. In Barcelona, Spain, 20% of our
students come from UK universities. In this session, we invite attendees to explore the current blended internship
reality, overall demand from companies for flex working, share student and company data regarding their experience
as well as a live testimony from a UK university student.
Presentation
International Blended Internship Programs
> Rethinking our traditional work models

> A shift to blended working

M icrosoft’s 2021 report shows that

majority of European
organizations (92%)

73% of t he
employees
expressed a desire for flexible remote
work options post-pandemic

are likely to explore progressive policies post-pandemic

just 11% of business leaders expect
their employees to return to the
office full-time

Forbes.com “Going Hybrid: The Future Of Work Is Here”

Research conducted by Owl Labs

66% of businesses

CONS

> Projected-based assignments

> Networking and Company culture
integration is limited

> Mix of working dynamics

introducing
42% working from anywhere
39% core working hours
39% a four-day week
22% unlimited vacation

and
said they were considering
redesigning physical spaces to better accommodate blended work
environment s

PROS

> Technical issues can affect work

> Increased flexibility and time & self
management skills
> Exposure to digital tools such as Microsoft
Team, Trello, Slack, Zoom, Notion, etc.

Support during
remote work days

> Structured projects outline and work
schedule is needed

> Structured onboarding
> Supervisor engagement, personalized and relevant support
> Written guideline/ handbook

BLENDED INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS IN BARCELONA, SPAIN- The future of work-based learning
ASET Annual Conference 2021

BLENDED INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS IN BARCELONA, SPAIN- The future of work-based learning
ASET Annual Conference 2021

Internship Experience & Skills Development
In-person

From companies
86%

learns quickly, is
flexible, able to
prioritize, looks
for alternatives

86%

Quality
of Work

Performance

92%
90%

87%

Remote Interns feel more confident
in post-graduation employment and
professionally grown after a remote
internship experience

84%

86%

76%

Professional
Readiness

86%

accurate, neat,
consistent,
delivered on time

how satisfied the
company is with interns’
overall performance

From students

Remote

Initiative

➔The fut ure of work is BLENDED

No significant difference in Skills gained and Internship Performance
between Remote and In-person Internship

BLENDED INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS IN BARCELONA, SPAIN- The future of work-based learning
ASET Annual Conference 2021
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Showcase 5
A Methodology to Measure the Impact of Placement
Rachel Shannon, Mark Magill, Rob Ware
Ulster University
r.shannon@ulster.ac.uk

Abstract
On average 1,535 students graduate from Ulster University each year with a Diploma in Professional Practice or
equivalent, gained through completion of a yearlong placement in the penultimate year of their study. The COVID-19
pandemic has caused widespread disruption to the placement process, with many companies, faced with prolonged
financial uncertainty, withdrawing their placement offering and many students subsequently left without vital work
experience that is key to securing graduate employment.
During this period of turbulence, it is essential that the benefits and relevance of the placement model are widely
recognised to avoid loss of further opportunities, to encourage employers to engage with the model for their COVID19 recovery strategies and to promote student appetite and uptake in the model. A team of researchers and data
analysts at Ulster University have recently embarked on an 18-month project which aims to measure the impact of
Ulster sandwich model placements from a range of stakeholder perspectives. As part of this showcase, members of
the team will share the methodology they plan to use which aims to eliminate selection bias around determining the
impact of placement on student academic performance. Any preliminary findings from the research will also be
presented.
Presentation

Research Aims
A Methodology to Measure the
Impact of Placement

1. Analyse placement activity by subject area.
2. Analyse placement activity by socio-economic characteristics including
gender, disability, prior attainment (UCAS points), socio-economic
background.

Rachel Shannon
Strategic Project Officer
r.shannon@ulster.ac.uk

3. Assess to what extent placement has impacted students’ academic
achievement.

Study hypotheses
1. The second year mean module scores for students that progress to placement is higher than those
who proceed straight to final year and do not complete a placement.
2. Placement students record a greater increase in mean module scores between second and final year
than non-placement students.
3. Placement students are more likely to move-up one grade boundary than non-placement students.

Academic
year

Mean
score

% of
students
% of students
scoring 70+ below 50 in at least
in at least
one module
one module

Number of
students moving
down at least one
grade boundary

Number staying in
the same grade
boundary

Number moving up
at least one grade
boundary

2nd year
Placement
students
Nonplacement
students

Final year
2nd year
Final year
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TASTERS (PD Tasters)
Designed and delivered by ASET Trustees, these sessions look at topics to support placement
professionals in their daily practice.
1. Wellbeing at Work
As we move towards a new future, we take a deep dive beyond a safe/healthy working
environment, looking more at the specifics around how we can take better care of ourselves
and our students, through highlighting a few topics that we believe are pertinent to you, your
role with students and/or employers, and those you can influence.
ASET Trustees
Kimberley Harris, The University of Warwick
Vianna Renaud, Bournemouth University
Presentation

Aim: to consider how we can take better care of ourselves and our
students, through highlighting a few topics that we believe are
pertinent to you, your role with students and/or employers, and those
you can influence

Wellbeing at Work
#ASET21
Vianna Renaud, ASET Trustee, Bournemouth University
Kimberley Harris, ASET Trustee, University of Warwick

Topics for this taster session:
• Boundaries
• Signposting
• Self-care

You will need to have a smartphone, tablet or browser screen to hand

Menti.com 9622 9510
#ASET21

#ASET21

©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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When are boundaries important at work, in
the sorts of jobs we do?

Boundaries

e.g.
• Students showing up late – impinging on the next student’s time and expecting you to
bear the impact instead of them
• Combinations of
• getting lots of stressful new information about change
• when you think you should be a key voice, but you aren’t asked or listened to
(cognitive dissonance)
• ongoing professional pressure increasing a sense of personal responsibility
• High, unreasonable expectations from students

•

“A boundary is a limit or space between you and the other person”

•

Healthy boundaries:
•

Good mental/emotional health

•

Influence others’ behaviour

•

Avoids burnout

•

Develops autonomy

•
•

Develops identity

Poor boundaries lead to:
•

resentment, anger, and burnout
#ASET21

#ASET21
©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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Applying boundaries in conversation
#ASETTopTips
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disclosures and other “intense” conversations
•

You don’t have to be an expert
Use coaching questions/ a coaching approach
Recognise if you are particularly empathetic
Don’t fall into the expert trap
How good is “good enough”? Challenging perfectionism
Ask yourself if the Yes is coming from you, or a prompt around you

•
•
•
•

Keep useful phrases handy to say in the moment: “That sounds really tough, I’m
sorry to hear that” etc. “Thank you for trusting me with that”.
Know your University’s policy on who to signpost them to and what is a trigger
for action (i.e. any reporting routes via personal tutor/GP
Remember how it felt for you, when you were in crisis, when you shared your
story with someone
Solutions aren’t always welcome, acknowledgement and safety are key –
empowerment to take whatever the step is that they need.
You are not the best person to go to, but they’ve been to someone, so
acknowledge and redirect with compassion, rather than reject
#ASET21

#ASET21
©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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Signposting to safeguard boundaries
#ASETTopTips
•
•

•
•

Self-care

We don’t have to be professionals ourselves
Know the trigger topics/situations your HEPs policies consider to be triggers
points for action e.g. needing general wellbeing support versus speaking about
harm to themselves or others
Know what resources are available on campus or available to staff/students
digitally, and their access points if possible
Advice, counselling, CAB alternatives through SU, mental health first aiders,
legal support etc

things I can control

#ASET21

#ASET21
©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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Self-care to improve wellbeing at work
#ASETTopTips

5 Ways to Mental Wellbeing

•
•
•

•
•

Finding your tribe, e.g. ASET, staff networks, Linkedin groups
Noticing health issues that might be more prevalent now, that perhaps weren’t
before – brain fog and discomfort from long periods using Zoom etc
Mindful that Covid is having a long-term impact and that you can give yourself
more space as an individual and as a member of society – we don’t know the
full impact yet, and may continue to feel it for the rest of our lives
Be kind to yourself – give yourself extra time
You may experience new thoughts, feelings or capabilities – this is okay, this is
not you, this is extreme external factors and they are still going on

#ASET21
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Wellbeing at Work
#ASET21

Private reflection: 1 minute
What will you start to do, continue to do, or stop doing as a result of this half hour?
What might you read more about?
What might you take back to your colleagues or friends for discussion?

Vianna Renaud, ASET Trustee & Bournemouth University
Kimberley Harris, ASET Trustee & University of Warwick

Please return to the main room
Do not leave the Meeting!
#ASET21

#ASET21
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2. Risk based Approach to Placements
This session aims to provide an introduction to risk management approaches to students and
placements, through exploring risk profile factors, key institutional stakeholders and with an
interactive case study.
ASET Trustees
Laura Bielby, Durham University
Seamus McConomy, Ulster University
Emily Timson, University of Leeds
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Presentation
Risk Based Approach to Placements
Where to start?

Agenda

ASET Professional Development Taster Session
This session aims to provide an introduction to risk
management approaches of students and placements, through exploring
risk profile factors, key institutional stakeholders and with an interactive
case study.

With ASET Trustees:
• Laura Bielby, Durham University
• Seamus McConomy, Ulster University
• Emily Timson, University of Leeds

1. Introduction to:
– ASET Good Practice Guide Health and Safety for Student Placements
– USHA Guidance on Health and Safety of Placements for Higher
Education Students
2. Key stakeholders:
– Legal, H&S, Wellbeing and use guides to help influence them.
3. Work through a Case study (UK and International factors)
4. Introduce factors from GPG to discuss during the case study.

©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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CASE STUDY

RISK FACTORS
ASET Risk Factors

USHA Risk Factors:

Work Factors
Travel and Transportation Factors
Location and/or Region Factors
General/Environmental Health
Factors
Individual Student Factors
Insurance Limitations

Work
Travel and transportation
Location and region
Health and environment

A student from a Glaswegian University has secured a period of work
experience awaiting your approval. The role involves a four week
internship working for a charity in London which supports men and
women who have experienced sexual violence. The intern will then
spend a period of time working for the same charity in Sri Lanka
where they will be involved in a new initiative working in partnership
with a women’s co-operative which uses micro-finance to help women
start their own business and learn new skills.

Individual student
Insurance limitations

Delegates:
In the chat post an emoji about how assessing and approving this
internship makes you feel.
©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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Step 1: What risks do we perceive this
placement/experience to have?

Step 2: What can we do to mitigate these
risks?

Why are we doing this activity?

Drop a comment under each of the perceived
risks
• How could you develop this activity further
with students?
• Ask them to “heart” or “like” the risks they
think are the most important?
• Categorise them in colours?
• Use the column function on padlet and ask to
list risks under the categories on risk profile
e.g. accommodation, travel and transportation
• Split students into groups for them to discuss
risks together
Join us on Padlet
• Use a case study approach similar to this one https://padlet.com/laura_e_bielby/IntroToRisk

• To share a teaching approach you may
choose to use with your own students
• To demonstrate how a collective/multistaff approach to “high risk” WBPL
programmes can be beneficial (you are
not alone – utilise the contacts and
stakeholders in your own institutions)
• To understanding how you may utilise
the existing resources such as the Good
Practice Guides in your roles

Join us on Padlet
https://padlet.com/laura_e_bielby/IntroToRisk

©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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QUESTIONS?
RESOURCES
Updated ASET Good Practice Guide https://www.asetonline.org/resources/aset-good-practiceguides/
USHA Guidance - https://www.gsa.ac.uk/media/1696332/guidance-on-health-and-safety-ofplacements-for-higher-education-students.pdf
Padlet: https://en-gb.padlet.com/
BOOK Managing Health, Safety and Welfare for Student Placements (HSWP) Wednesday 13/10/21
Online Staff Development Programme - ASET (asetonline.org)

©ASET not for reproduction, onward distribution outside ASET members, or for commercial purposes
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What risks do we perceive this placement to have?
What questions should we be asking organisations/students? What risks are there?
LAURA BIELBY SEP 03, 2021 11:47AM

Support in an International Environment
Will the student have sufficient support in an international

Finance - how would the student maintain
him/herself?

setting

Vaccinations needed for travel?
Are they known to health/wellbeing services
already? Any disability/mental health
concerns that could impact on their
placement?
Mental health
During covid times isolation may be greater than in previous
times. Challenge if the student relocates to a location away from
their University.

Insurance
Differences between UK and Sri Lankan policies

Working with vulnerable people - do they
have experience or training?
How will the student get to and from each
placment daily
Awareness of differences between the two different locations of
the placement

Vaccinations

Any travel relating to work, whether in
London or Sri Lanka
What supervision is available throughout
(lone working?)
University insurance covering all aspects of
their work in Sri Lanka - including if they
choose to do sightseeing and travelling post
placement
Work
Alignment to students' course and at the correct level for their
ability. Also meaningful.

Setting they're working in in Sri Lanka rural etc
Will university insurance cover this type of
placement
ensure we meet our legal requirements

Covid situation in Sri Lanka
Cultural aspects

International travel- risks of assimilating in
new environment and culture

Company culture may differ overseas to what the student is
used to in the UK.

Online 7th - 8th September 2021
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Risk to the student's mental health and well
being due to the nature of the people they
may be involved with - vulnerable persons

Individual

Travel abroad

Travel and Transportation

Health and Environment

Location
Risk to mental health due to exposure to
difficult life situations

Work

Insurance

※※※※※※
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3. Developing Projects with Employers

This session is focused on the first employer conversation with an organisation to engage in a
project with the University. The increased interest in project-based learning can present rich
opportunities for students but is not a simple area of work. This session will use three different
scenarios to help you get what you need out of the conversation to be able to progress and
manage in developing the opportunity. This session will use Jamboard to share top tips on
project-based learning from your contexts.
ASET Trustees
Deborah Callister, Edinburgh Napier University
Vicki O’Brien, University of Central Lancashire
Steve Osborne, Cardiff Metropolitan University
Lou Taylor-Murison, Keele University

Presentation
Session content

Developing Projects with Employers
With ASET Trustees:
Vicki O'Brien, Steve Osborne, Deborah Callister, Lou Taylor-Murison

• This session is focused on the first employer conversation with an organisation to
engage in a project with the University. The increased interest in project-based
learning can present rich opportunities for students but is not a simple area of work.
• This session will use three different scenarios to help you get what you need out of
the conversation to be able to progress and manage in developing the opportunity.
• The session will use Mentimeter* to share top tips on project-based learning from
your contexts.
*Not Jamboard as previously advertised

What is project-based learning (PBL)?
"PBL integrates knowing and doing. Students learn knowledge and
elements of the core curriculum, but also apply what they know to solve
authentic problems and produce results that matter. PBL students take
advantage of digital tools to produce high quality, collaborative products.
PBL refocuses education on the student, not the curriculum—a shift
mandated by the global world, which rewards intangible assets such as
drive, passion, creativity, empathy, and resiliency. These cannot be taught
out of a textbook, but must be activated through experience." Markham
(2011)
Markham, T. (2011). Project Based Learning. Teacher Librarian, 39(2), 38-42.
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Benefits & challenges of PBL with employers
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly impactful – develops high order
skillsets, delivers real world benefits
Positions students to lead
Provides opportunities for more than one
learner
Facilitates social learning
Can bring together learners from different
disciplines and their skills
Builds confidence

Challenges
•
•

•
•

Time consuming – not usually an 'out of the
box' exercise
Practitioners may need to drive
development with inexperienced
organisations
Requires a well-defined role in a project
context
Requires a different type of support and
preparation

The initial conversation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need – managing and meeting expectations
Scope
One student or many?
Skills mix
Timelines
Required outputs
Constraints
Curriculum embedded (link to ILOs) or co-curricular
Project Plan to Placement Plan

Scenarios

Existing employer looking to do something different

The following scenarios present different ways in which
the first contact with an employer might come about.
Think about what you might need to consider as part of
the initial conversation with an employer.

• An Employer has had a positive work based and placement
learning experience with the university and wants to
consolidate and develop further projects.
• The Employer initiates the contact with the University.
• The Employer wishes to scale and take more students.
• Consider the relationship history with the employer?
• Consider the level of the relationship e.g. simple or complex?

Voluntary and Community Sector Organisation looking
to increase funding
• You have been approached by a local VCSO whose funding has been
decreased due to the end of some recurrent grants
• The pandemic has also limited the ability to run fundraising events.
• They have no full-time paid staff and would not be able to pay students.
• They are looking for a plan to increase funding on a sustainable basis.
• Students would not need to work specific hours or on the VCSO
premises but, outputs would be required for use as soon as possible.
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Employers you have approached for the first time with
funding constraints
• You are looking for SMEs within your Local Enterprise Partnership area
to engage in student placement projects.
• Your funding requires organisations to employ under 250 staff and you
can only fund 100 placement hours to complete the project.
• Your project must have an output that creates growth or cost saving for
the business.
• Projects must be completed by the end of August 2022.

Trustee tips!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen and be empathetic – you may need to help unpick an employer need in a way that fits their
context
Keep a broad perspective of your University offer and be ready to refer if development might be
better with another area
Develop an initial conversation checklist or structure to manage and note discussion and action
Start with the deliverables the employer wants from the project – what is the organisational need
and is it viable.
Look at proportionate level of student input and raise renumeration where appropriate.
Remember – a live employer project brief can become an 'off the shelf' case study exemplar or
curriculum exercise going forward.
Consider the role PBL with employers could have in Knowledge Exchange

4. Getting Started with Research

This session is designed to support those who are new to, or considering undertaking, research
as well as those who may be looking for possible research partners. The first part of the session
will encourage discussion to think about areas of research you may wish to explore in your own
institution, and how to get started. Sharing of ideas may also enable research partners to be
identified within ASET for comparative or collaborative research opportunities.
ASET Trustees
Helen Hooper, Northumbria University
Julie Udell, University of Portsmouth

Presentation
Overview of the session

#ASET21
Professional Development Taster Session

Getting Started in Research

• What do you want to know?
• Has anyone else researched it before?
• How will you answer your question?
• Time, money and others!
• Top tips for getting started successfully

With ASET Trustees:
Julie Udell, Associate Head (Employability and Placements), Dept of Psychology, University of Portsmouth
Helen Hooper, Director of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion,Dept of Applied Sciences, Northumbria University

WHAT are you all interested in?
•

Are there particular areas of the placement/ careers
support that you would like to explore within your own
institution?

•

Are there existing data sets (both quantitative and
qualitative) in the university that could be used more
fully in the university?

•

Is there opportunity to expand on existing data sets
within your own institution or you wish to compare with
other similar sectors?

•

What could be useful for your line of work, or institution?

•

Care to share any examples of research ideas or
undertaken?

• ASET Practice and Research Network
• Questions

Has anyone else researched it before?
• Invest some time in researching existing literature
before starting your project: to identify the ‘research
gap’

• Your University librarian can help identify specific literature
databases and/or specific research approaches
• Useful Journals to browse:
• Higher Education, Skills and Work-based Learning
• Journal of Vocational Education & Training
• International Journal of Work-Integrated Learning
• Journal of Workplace Learning
• Development and Learning in Organization
• Education + Training
• Web resources:
• QAA Work Based Learning
• NCUB Skills & Talent Projects
• ASET Research
• Student Bursary Reports
• Previous conference proceedings
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How will you answer your question?

Research Methodology

There are many different forms of research, ranging from very practical action related to very
theoretical.
Developing a clear research design , or plan, at the start of a project helps to ensure you use
the most effective methods to collect and analyse the data needed to answer your RQ (also
required if you want to publish in an academic journal).
The methodology describes the broad philosophical
underpinning to your chosen research methods, including
whether you are using qualitative or quantitative methods, or a
mixture of both, and why:
– Quantitative approach - Based on collecting and
analysing numerical data
– Qualitative approach – Collecting and analysing data
on what people do or say
– Mixed methodology

Research Methods – Ways of doing research
Which methods could you use to provide the data to answer your question?
✔Literature reviews
✔Case studies
✔Interviews – Open, Semi-structured or Structured
✔Focus groups
✔Observations
✔Text based analysis (Content analysis)
✔Graphical analysis
✔Surveys or Questionnaires
✔Experiments

What ideas do you have for methods you could use?

As mentioned, the methodology describes the broad philosophical underpinning to your
chosen research methods:
The philosophy of the research will guide what you are trying to find out:
•

Positivist – Knowledge exists in the form of natural laws. It can be discovered and
explained and it is possible to control events and predict their occurrence:
quantitative methods - e.g. experiments, surveys

•

Interpretivist –Knowledge is understood in the subjective meanings people attach
to physical and social objects and the actions they take in relation to them in a
social context: qualitative methods - e.g. interviews, focus groups

For a genuine investigation, you shouldn’t presume the answer but your knowledge will
shape the research approach:
•
•

Inductive - Bottom up - explore: research into the unknown (often qualitative)
Deductive – Top down - confirm: exploring an existing theory - backed up by
evidence (often quantitative)
(How to understand research philosophies)

Research is more fun with time, money and others!
In your institution, look for small pots of money that can pay for time, student
help, transcribing, travel expenses, copying, advertising, attending a
conference to disseminate your findings…
•

For example:
– Leeds Institute for Teaching Excellence (LITE)
– Learning and Teaching Innovation Awards (Hertfordshire)
– Vice Chancellors Equality and Diversity Award (Northumbria University)

External funding is out there too
•

Can be intimidating – ask your Research Office for help
– ASET bursaries
– Research England
– Advance HE

ASET members – making a connection at conference
• Wanted Board - Padlet link in chat
–

Heard something you are interested in?
– Identify your interest, not complicated just sum up in few words
– Add your name and institution

ASET Practice and Research Network

Our tips for getting started successfully
• Start small
• Workload and timing

• Spring 2022

• Share your findings

• Date: to be confirmed

• Ethical Approval

• Really like to hear thoughts on how we can
• Access to data and participants

develop the group for you all!

• Find a friend
• Join the ASET Practice and Research Network

Any questions?
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PARALLEL SESSIONS

1A
Keeping it real: embedding employer challenges to enhance student
engagement
Charlie King, Phil Lang, Tom Coward
University of York
c.king@york.ac.uk

Abstract
Careers and Placements at the University of York have worked with a range of external partners over
the past year to bring work based learning to students at scale. These challenges provide students
with valuable and interesting employer related experiences for their CVs; using the taught
curriculum to help mitigate the loss of work based opportunities resulting from the pandemic. They
helped students discuss actual real-world problems related to the context of their academic
disciplines, whilst developing their employability at the same time.
Through this presentation Phil Lang (Biology), Charlie King (Politics) and Tom Coward (Sociology) will
showcase four scalable examples of employer-led challenges and consider their impact on student
engagement and onward placement plans throughout the pandemic.
The initiatives are ‘Grand Challenges’ in Biology, ‘Policy School’ and ‘The Transform Challenge’ in the
social sciences and Benenden Health. All four have been delivered during the pandemic. The
challenges focused on the collaborative solving of real-world problems, presented and monitored by
employer organisations. All four challenges were delivered at scale to nearly 300 students, providing
meaningful interactions with employers, exposure to interdisciplinary working and allowing students
to develop meaningful work based learning experiences for their CV’s and applications.
Presentation

Keeping it real: embedding employer
challenges to enhance student
engagement.

Aims
● To demonstrate three different models
● Evaluate the strengths and limitations of the models
● Provide practical suggestions for how you may want to
implement this in your own institution

Charlie King, Phil Lang and Tom Coward
University of York

Structure & Positioning

Academic
Department

Placement
Coordinators

Careers and
Placements

What is an employer challenge?
● Collaboration between employers, students and
academics
● Typically focused on developing solutions to real world
problems
● Both inside and outside the curriculum
● Students are recruited if extra-curricular
● Challenge is between ½ day to 2 weeks in length
● Focus on skills development & tangible work based
learning for students
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Strategic context for the
challenges

Our thoughts…….

● Targeted at students who were low in confidence and lacking
●
●
●
●

●

in work experience.
Case studies needed to encourage more activities like this in
the curriculum.
Lack of on campus work experience and other P/T work due to
the pandemic.
Opportunity to continue working with employers throughout the
pandemic.
Opportunity to help students apply their skills to a real world
problem.
Working in line with University mission to be a ‘University for
the public good’

Learning gain?

Making sure it
is relevant for
employers and
students

Keeping
students
engaged

Sustainability
as a model?

Covid-secure

Timeline

University of York - Policy School

November 2020 2nd Year Students
30 students in 5 teams of 6
101 student applications
6% drop out rate
Challenge: Clean Economic Growth
Involved: OIT & Careers and Placements

Will it work
online?

Accessibility

March 2021 1st Year Students
36 students in 6 teams of 6
72 student applications
0% drop out rate
Challenge: Sustainable Food Systems Policy
Involved: OIT, Careers and Placements and
Academics

Summer 2020

Autumn Week
2-4

Planned activities
with the OIT. Advert
and plan ready for
the start of term.

Went live on
Handshake to 2nd
Year Social
Science Students

Pre activity preparation - introductory session with Careers and Placements on team models, virtual working, expectations and
technology

Session 1

An introduction to Policy making - Introductions, overview of the activity, the basics of government and
introduction to policy making in the UK

Session 2

Writing Policy for an audience - Review of policy documentation, examples of poor policy planning,
brainstorming around ideas, setting out the task of creating a briefing note

Week 5

Start of Week 6

Shortlisting and
notification by
Careers and
Placements

Delivery of pre
sessional activity to
each group.

Wednesday week
6
Opening ½ session
with the Open
Innovation Team

Week 7
2 x catch up sessions,
Careers in the Civil
Service, Reviewing
Policy Plans

Wednesday Week
8
½ day of
presentations &
feedback with OIT
and Careers and
Placements

Week 9
Facilitated reflective
session with each
group.

Policy b riefin g
For this challenge, you are a senior policy adviser in the Department for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
The UK Government has identified Transforming the Food System to prioritise
Human and Planetary Health as a strategic priority.
Your Secretary of State, George Eustice, would like to receive a policy
proposal in two weeks from your team on supporting this priority.

Session 3

Presentation of career routes into the Civil Service + a policy curveball

Session 4

Prior to day 4 students are expected to submit a white paper on their proposal. On the day the groups give
their presentations, feedback and review of the activity and overall award for best policy proposal

You r p rop osal & p resen t at ion sh ou ld :
> im p rove d iet ary h ealt h
> red u ce Green h ou se Gas em ission s
> in crease b iod iversit y
Post-activity reflection - students have a further session with their representative from Careers and Placements where they review
how the team worked together, the learning they have developed and how the students might articulate this experience in the future.

> red u ce food in secu rit y

Policy School Impact & findings

What did the students get out of it?

Un d erst an d t h e structure
of governm ent an d h ow
it w ork s

Learn h ow t o apply for a
job in t h e Civil Service

Un d erst an d w h et h er
policy w ork ap p eals

W ork sh op s focu sed on
developing and w riting
p olicy p rop osals

Th e op p ort u n it y t o fin d
ou t ab ou t t h e day-to-day
life of a civil servan t

D evelop presentation
and w riting sk ills

Th e op p ort u n it y t o

Application w riting
experience an d reflect ive
career p lan n in g

D evelop w ork based
learning experience
an d Confidence

d evelop team w ork ing
an d collaborative sk ills

Grand Challenges (Dept of Biology)
Significant problems that Biologists need to solve in the future and
that are at the forefront of modern Biology. End of first year.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Measurable increase in students confidence
Real appetite for policy related careers activity
Students will engage if they see a tangible benefit
Academic involvement added further value
Students valued the interdisciplinary nature
Investing time in complementing the employer added really value
Warm up & warm down sessions increased quality of engagement
Big branded employer with opportunities was important
This experience whetted students appetites

Aim:

● Tackling significant problems that impact at a global scale
● Employability goals. Professional skills: developing team work,
communication, project management, creativity, concept development and
design developing professional skills within the curriculum.
● Connect with relevant employers and obtain feedback

How do we
feed a
growing
population?

How can we
stay healthier
for longer?

Why are
conservation
and
biodiversity
important?

What is climate
change, and
how can we
deal with it?

● This exercise provides students with the opportunity to work towards tackling a
real-world problem where results & ideas could have a measurable impact.
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2. Pick an audience

1. Pick a challenge

School
children

3. Pick a solution
format
Development
of a
technology/
product

Poster to
lobby
and/or
educate

Business /
funding
investors

General
public

Policy
makers

Environmental
group / NGO /
charity

Example:
Event or
workshop

(Not an exhaustive
list)

The summative assessment
● The challenge: is the challenge well defined? Is your
understanding accurate?
● Is the solution creative/inventive and clear?
● Is the solution likely to be effective: i.e. is it appropriate? Is it
realistic?

Why are
conservation
Why are
andconservation
biodiversity and
important?
biodiversity

important?

+

+
School
children

Event or
workshop

Design a 1-hour outreach activity for 10 year olds that teaches them
about the impacts of invasive species and how we can mitigate
them

Reflections

● Clear link between lectures and real world problems
● Tapped into student passion for these topics
● Unique and exciting dynamic between students,
employers and academic staff
● Volume of students make it a difficult organisational task

● Is the solution pitched correctly for the chosen demographic?
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Key takeaways from the
Transform Challenge

What did it involve?
DAY
Monday 7th June

Tuesday 8th June

Wednesday 9th June

TIME
TBA with your
group facilitator
(1hr)

ACTIVITY
Meet your team members and discuss how you are going to approach the challenge

10:30 - 10:50

Introduction to Transform Society - What are the Transform Graduate schemes and what
skills and strengths do they look for?

10:50 -12:30

Introduction to City of York Council - What is the topic, How do they make policies, and
what has been done about the problem so far?

10:00 - 10:45

What is the Public Sector? (zoom recording)

10:45 - 12:00

Careers in Public Service - Student Panel

●
●
●
●

Use of PG facilitators showed scalability
Students enjoyed being given responsibility to solve a real problem
Clear uplift in confidence in the skills we wanted to increase
Working with a smaller employer took time and effort

Hear from students who will be joining the Transform graduate programmes
15:30 - 16:30

Expert Panel (zoom recording)
Here from a range of academics and experts who have spent a lot of time exploring issues
related to cities, citizens, public spaces, and gentrification.

Thursday 10th

Friday 11th June

17:30 - 19:00

(Optional) MyCityCentre Facebook Live Q&A

10:00 - 11:00

Stakeholder presentations - Hear from different groups about what they think the
priorities should be for the city centre. (zoom recording)

TBA

Your group facilitator will check in with you to see how you are getting on.

11:00

Deadline - Initial ideas and budget documents to be completed.

13:30 - 14:15

You will discuss your ideas with a senior policy maker at the council who will give you
feedback on your ideas so far.

Conclusions and next steps
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Recommendations

Keep it real! Students were engaged when they saw a tangible benefit
Appetite for solving real world problems among students
Great stepping stone opportunity to further work experience
Important to have buy in from employers and university
Investing time in complementing the employer added really value
Big branded employer with opportunities is important
Clear uplift in self reported confidence in skills
Next step is to embed activities into curriculum
Use organisational change as an opportunity

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Find a topic that interests students, academics and employers
Give time to the relationship and the planning of the challenge
Seek a partnership approach & think about your own role in the
challenge - where can you add value?
Have measurable outputs for the students to work towards & track skills
Ensure students are producing something relevant and tangible for the
employers and academics
Build in time for student reflection
Dedicate time to making sure the challenge is accessible.
Be brave!

Thank you!
Any questions?

tom.coward@york.ac.uk
c.king@york.ac.uk
phil.lang@york.ac.uk

Student video
https://youtu.be/0RXxhcqKwrw
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1B
Embedding work based and placement learning through the undergraduate
curriculum
Ben Powell, Natalia Ciofu, Christine Zarb
University of Westminster
b.powell@westminster.ac.uk

Abstract
The Work Based and Placement Learning (WBPL) Project is part of the University's Employability
Strategy and aims to embed WBPL throughout the undergraduate curriculum. Following the onset of
COVID-19 and the challenge of cancellation of live WBPL opportunities, innovation has been key to
the success of this project. We needed to quickly find new ways to ensure students could fulfil their
employability objectives, improve their professional development, and compete in a tough graduate
market.
Through developing a bespoke set of “Student Journey” resources for academics, establishing new
collaborative partnerships, facilitating staff training and introducing new virtual internship
experiences, thousands of UoW students are new taking advantage of these valuable resources.
Through our partnership with Forage, based in Sydney, Australia, we now have the most students
taking part in their scheme globally. Feedback from students has been extremely positive and many
courses have now embedded this and other WBPL initiatives into their employability modules.
This presentation sets out the context to the WBPL project, the alternatives to the more traditional
placement model and the range of resources both developed and “off the shelf.” It also features an
interesting and informative video by our students giving feedback about their experiences of WBPL.
Presentation
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Ben Powell – WBPL Project Manager
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Aims and Objectives of Project

Context

Aim
• To embed employability into all undergraduate courses
at level 4/5 in line with UoW Employability Strategy

Why this project is so important
• When comparing data from previous DLHE surveys,
whilst graduate employment rates have been rising,
this has been at a slower pace than other post-1992
HEI's
• To help engage under-represented groups and
commuter students
• Graduate employment rates and employability - it is
essential we work to embed work related learning and
placement opportunities into undergraduate courses to
help our students progress into work

Key priorities
• To look at each course due for validation/revalidation (or
needing minor modifications) and ensure employability
is embedded within relevant module(s)
• To ensure all employability activity is recorded centrally
and systems are reviewed in order to ensure this is
happening

Key project requirements

WBPL activity options (pre-COVID)

WBPL activities

• All students must have the option of taking a
year long placement or study abroad opportunity
between levels 5 and 6 (6 – 12 months)

Indicative employability activities
Company visits, internships, insight days, vacation
placements, live projects, sandwich placements,
semester placements, medium term placements (16 –
24 days), short term placements (up to 15 days),
semester or year abroad, work shadowing, work based
award, volunteering/community based activities,
Westminster Student Enterprise Journey, Mentoring,
Westminster Employability Award, Westminster
Working Cultures, any events on/off campus involving
an employer

Weightings and forms of assessment*

WBPL module design

• All students must have a short term or medium
term work based or placement learning
experience at level 4 and/or level 5 (minimum of
35 hours)

Employability assessment weighting
• In all activities, the assessment must be worth at least
30% of the module assessment
• The activity does not need to take place as part of the
module delivery – only the assessment
Types of assessment
• This is not prescribed however the following could be
considered: CV/LinkedIn, log books, portfolios,
reflections, skills evidence, projects, skills audits

Suggested approach
• Consider course learning outcomes (Graduate
Attributes*)
• Decide when/level of course experience will take
place
• Devise module learning outcomes
• Devise assessment strategy
• Negotiated learning

*As approved by Teaching Committee

*As approved by Teaching Committee

Course Level Audit/Progress to date
Total courses
Total courses with WBPL with no WBPL
activities but not meeting embedded as of
requirement
06/08/21

College

Total number of
course types

Total courses
meeting
requirement

Liberal Arts and
Sciences

35

10

23

2

Westminster Business
School

20

13

7

0

Design, Creative and
Digital Industries

28

11

17

0

Total
Percentage split
(whole College)

83

34

47

2

100%

41%

57%

2%

Alternative Placement
Provision
Christine Zarb – Work Experience and Recruiter
Engagement Manager
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The COVID-19 Challenge for WBPL

Alternatives to Placements
• Virtual Internships
 Forage: 3,297 students registered for 5,628
internships, with 1,396 completions

March 2020: Students moving to home working or
shortening their placement duration
Summer 2020: Placement cancellations, reduction
in opportunity and safety concerns
Options

Pros

Cons

1. Cancel placement and
redirect student to alternative
module

Increased certainty for student and
academic

Student lacks opportunity to gain
valuable work based learning
experience

2. Transfer traditional placement
directly online

Student receives most similar experience
as in previous years

Not all placements or employers are
suitable for online delivery

3. Implement alternative work
based learning (WBL) options

Flexible for student and employer.
Allows student to gain experience and
develop skills

Work to be done on set up and
monitoring

Business

Law

Arts

Comp. Sci

STEM

Medicine

48%

21%

11%

8%

8%

4%

•
•
•
•

 Bright Network
Consultancy projects
Entrepreneurship
Informational Interviews
Business Competitions

Successes and Challenges

Successes and Challenges
• Monitoring and recording
 Increased admin load
 Utilisation of form functionality
 Move to SRS integration for 21-22
• Increasing the employer 'menu'
• Student and academic engagement –
challenging misconceptions

Overview
 Student Journey as Guidance/an Example
 Suggested online alternative activities in the light of
COVID-19 situation.

The Student Journey

Aim:
Natalia Ciofu – WBPL Project Officer
 To aid the embedding of WBL in UG modules
 To offer virtual alternatives to the 35 minimum hours
required for the WBPL project
 To support academics in the implementation of WBPL

Structure

Structure
 Preparation for WBPL activity







 Actual WBPL Activity




– Generic activities

Skills Audit
CV, Cover Letter and Applications Design
Job Search Techniques
Interview Skills
Professional Networking
Preparing for work based/placement experience

– Specific for a course

Virtual Internship Programmes (Forage)
Volunteering or Community -based activities (Virtual)
Insight Job Opportunities (Paid)

 Post WBPL Activity





– Generic activities

Job Hunting
Career Planning
Interview Techniques
Skills Audit (to see distance travelled)

 Assessment

– Generic activities

 *Offered as an example only. It can be adjusted or amended according
to each module.
 Assessment should be worth a minimum of 30% of an overall module
assessment
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The Student Journey

Contact details

Promotional video and
student experience

Ben Powell, Work Based and Placement Learning Project Manager
B.Powell@westminster.ac.uk
Natalia Ciofu, Work Based and Placement Learning Project Officer
N.Ciofu@Westminster.ac.uk
Christine Zarb, Work Experience and Recruiter Engagement Manager
C.Zarb@Westminster.ac.uk

Work-Based Learning Tips and Experiences University of Westminster - YouTube

Thank you for listening!!

Student Video
Work-Based Learning Tips and Experiences - University of Westminster - YouTube
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2A
Enabling Disability Studies students’ engagement with disabled people’s
organisations: Approaches to embedding praxis in curricular
Ella Houston
Liverpool Hope University
houstoe@hope.ac.uk

Abstract
This presentation discusses how praxis – which refers to the application of academic theory in
practical, work-based scenarios – can be embedded in curricular. I present my approach to managing
work placements for second-year Disability Studies undergraduate students at Liverpool Hope
University, as a case study that highlights how Disability Studies theory and research informs the
development of students’ professional identities. Disabled people’s rights and an understanding of
the societal, educational, and cultural barriers that disable people with impairments are central to the
subject of Disability Studies. It is critical that Disability Studies students develop an appreciation of the
ways in which their studies are relevant to the complex issues and scenarios they will face in
professional practice. As well as being of interest to ASET members who are interested in facilitating
students’ engagement with disabled people’s organisations, this presentation will be relevant to those
who are invested in organisations and curricular aligned with social justice issues and concerns. I will
also offer my reflections on designing virtual placements (in response to the pandemic), which are
informed by Disability Studies values and concepts.
Presentation
Disability Studies

Enabling Disability Studies students’ engagement with
disabled people’s organisations: Approaches to
embedding praxis in curricular

● Disability Studies (DS) is 'not about the study of physical conditions, but
about the study of social relations that exclude people with impairments
from full participation [in society' (Cameron, xvi)
● DS students are introduced to threshold concepts that transform how they
conceptualise disability

Dr Ella Houston
houstoe@hope.ac.uk

Embedding praxis in curricular
● Work based learning and experiential education has been criticised as
'experience rich but theory poor' (Breunig, 107)
● Conversely, it is important for theory-rich courses to provide students with
opportunities to appreciate how theory is manifest in, and is informed by, lived
experiences and practical contexts
● Praxis involves practice that is informed by theory and accompanied by critical

● When students are introduced to radical ideas and theory that are aligned
with social justice aims, it is important that they are given opportunities to
negotiate them in practical contexts

The unexpected gains of virtual placements
● Before their placements started, students experienced various concerns
regarding virtual placements
● Students mobilised their anxieties into proactive planning and engaging with
organisations before their placements started
● Students became more adept at using technology and developed
appreciation of the role of technology in promoting accessibility

reflection on one's actions. These experiences bring to life and enhance our

● Networking opportunities were broadened rather than restricted

understanding of theory

● Students developed their own support networks within Reflective
Communities of Practice
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Student innovation in developing virtual and remote projects

References

● Creating a digital information pack that collated up-to-date news on events,

●

training and programmes facilitated by an organisation
● Conducting independent research in order to systematically update an

●

organisation's index of support available to disabled people
● Designing and leading a music session for school children, using GarageBand.
Creating a GarageBand instruction manual for teachers at a school
● Developing plans for a sensory garden at a school, which was informed by
feedback gathered from school children, via Zoom and Google Forms

●
●

Breunig, M. (2005) Turning Experiential Education and Critical Pedagogy Theory
into Practice. Journal of Experiential Education, 28(2), pp. 106-22.
Breunig, M. (2010) Paulo Freire: Critical Praxis and Experiential Education. In
Smith, T.E. and Knapp, C.E. (eds) Sourcebook of Experiential Education. New
York: Routledge.
Cameron, C. (2013) Disability Studies: A Student's Guide. London: Sage.
Slavich, G.M. and Zimbardo, P.G. (2012) Transformational Teaching: Theoretical
Underpinnings, Basic Principles, and Core Methods. Educational Psychology
Review, 24(2), pp. 569–608.

● Making an interactive and accessible presentation on the history of the social
model and the Disabled People's M ovement

Disability Studies students' feedback on virtual placements during the pandemic (2021)
Student A: "I think what worked well about having a virtual work placement was that we had the
opportunity to take part in a broad range of activities that might not have been possible if we had
been in person, because we were on Zoom and we didn't have to travel somewhere to attend
meetings. This was also nice because I could finish my work day and be at home instead of having to
travel home and to a certain extent this made things better. It would obviously have been better had
we been in person because it would have been easier to connect with the members of the
organisation that way, but since that was out of anyone's control this year it couldn't really have
been improved upon. I also really enjoyed having the professional development workshops to check
in with everyone each week and preparing for the workshops also assisted me in reflecting each
week."
Student B: "There was a really clear link between my studies and my placement. I felt I could link key
themes we discuss on the course, about the importance of listening to voices, about barriers in
society and about the role of professionals in the lives of disabled people [...] I think I really learnt
how complicated things can become when you are actually doing professional practice. There were
some times when I didn't agree with things the staff members at the organisation were doing
because they seemed to oppose the values of the course, but the reality of the situation meant there
wasn't a lot of choice. I learnt that perhaps sometimes I will have to make compromises in
professional practice."
Student C: "What I think worked well was how helpful the organisation were with ensuring they
went through everything they wanted to go through with us as if we were there in person and how
often we had meetings with them. I think it worked well because of the two others in the class I was
on placement with as we worked really well together and I felt we did really well on our big project. I
learnt an awful lot from placement and thoroughly enjoyed it as I felt I got along with the staff really
well and felt confident to ask for help or anything. Although I thoroughly enjoyed placement
considering we were in lockdown, I wouldn't personally recommend a virtual placement for future as
the challenges I faced were because we were virtual and not face to face (which couldn't be helped
as we were in lockdown). For a virtual placement it was very good but a real placement would have
been so much better and I feel like I would have gotten so much more from it if it was face to face."
Student D: "I enjoyed my placement at my organisation, I believe it put my disability studies
education into practice. I developed my communication skills, by allowing myself to be patient and
allow others to speak and wait my turn, so developing patience also. There were opportunities to
reflect on myself, but I'm not sure if being there in person at the organisation could have worked in
my favour for reflection."
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2B
Overcoming Challenges with Graduate Engagement- Swansea University
Graduate Support Programme
Robert Yarr and Helyn Taylor
Swansea University
r.j.yarr@swansea.ac.uk

Abstract
Swansea University’s Graduate Support Programme supports historically harder to reach groups
most affected by the pandemic. The programme aims to develop employability and help graduates
to secure internships and graduate level employment. The programme has met almost all its annual
targets within six months of starting, using a wide variety of methods to engage alumni, whilst
offering a bespoke and tailored offering of internships, bursaries, events, training, and opportunities.
The project is guided by a combination of research and input from graduates themselves. In this
presentation, Helyn and Rob will discuss their strategy, their effective methods of engagement, as
well as looking at the successes and challenges faced in delivering the programme, summarising with
a suggested best practice for graduate engagement with employability and placements.
Presentation

Overcoming Challenges with Graduate EngagementSwansea University Graduate Support Programme

The Graduate Support Programme (GSP) in a
Nutshell
•

Robert Yarr, Helyn Taylor, Swansea University

Engagement statistics

Welsh Government Covid Response,
funded via HEFCW.

• 2019/2020/2021 Graduates
• Widening Participation Focus

Bursaries
Up to £300 per Graduate to remove
barriers to employment

Internships
Offering 3 month internships paid at
Living Wage Foundation rates of pay.

Training & Events
Events to address barriers to
employment.
Bespoke training for high demand skills.

Careers Support
Career Development Course
Careers Guidance
Online Training Tools

Initial engagement strategy

Annual Target

Actual (6 months)

Registrations

(Support 100 individuals with 300
activities)

439

CDC

100

91

CC appointments

75

155

Bursaries

30

38

Internships/Overall Employment

30

22/49

Overall resource interactions

400

1777

LinkedIn Engagements

n/a

210

• Internal staff led communication
• Utilising other support services
• Social Media including FB Live &
Insta Takeover
• Events

“There’s no silver bullet”
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Maintaining engagement strategies.

Less successful strategies and our responses.

• Email

• Blanket and untailored events emails.
• Long lead times.
• Large bodies of text.
• Posting without serious justifications.
• Striving to support beyond perceptions of employability (Emotional
Resilience)

•
•
•
•

Event Announcements
Last Minute Reminders
Brevity
Justification/explanation

• Newsletters and limited communication.
• LinkedIn platform- getting graduates to use
it as their first port of call.
• Microsoft Bookings to facilitate meetings.
• Use of Graduates to promote events.
• Use of Guidance meetings and Drop-ins t
signpost.

Events & Training Programme

An Example- Engaging with our BAME students.

Relatable
• Tor Abrams- How to kickstart your career
in the New World & BAME Grads Course.
• iBroadcast Media Traineeship on
Emotional Resilience.
Cohort Specific
• The Negotiation Club.
• Notion Training- Organising your Job
hunt & Life.
• Digital Upskilling & Online Collaborative
Working (Microsoft) with Aspire 2 Be
• Career Development Course

• Swansea alumna Canisha’s
YouTube channel.
• Other BAME YouTubers.
• Tor Abrams ‘How to kickstart
your career in the new-world’
• Tor Abrams course- Winning
The Job Market (For Black
Students / Graduates)

Engage & Signpost
• The Confidence Series with Aimee
Bateman.
• All Wales sessions with GradConsult (6 two
hour sessions plus legacy videos)
• LinkedIn Training
• Presentation Skills
• Virtual Graduate Careers Fair with over 23
Employers

Summary of good practice and areas of
demand.

Engagement Statistics by Groups- Chart
250

• Constant and tailored communications.
• Mindful of target audience throughout.
• Familiarity & open inbox.
• Graduate led, through feedback and ongoing communication.
• Internal communications with all staff.
• Regular internal signposting to the next touchpoint.

70
200

60
50

150
40
100

30
20

50
10
0

BAME

Disabled

LGBTQ+

Welsh Speaker

0

Care/Estranged

Socioeconomic Background

Any
Questions?
Helyn Taylor, Graduate Support Programme Delivery
Coordinator: h.taylor@swansea.c.uk
Twitter: @HelynK
LinkedIn: Helyn (Kirtley) Taylor | LinkedIn
Robert Yarr, Graduate Support Programme Delivery
Assistant: r.j.yarr@swansea.ac.uk
Twitter: @SwanUniEZ
LinkedIn: Robert Yarr | LinkedIn

Student Video
https://youtu.be/rZVbkD2b6ys
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3A
Are placement visits sustainable? – placement support in a post-COVID world
Tom Meadows, Helen Robertson, Kate Hastings
Newcastle University
thomas.meadows2@newcastle.ac.uk

Abstract
Moving away from a traditional placement visit model to group workshops in 2019/20 felt like a
significant (and controversial) change for our team within the Careers Service at Newcastle
University. Little did we know then that we’d quickly be faced with taking our new way of engaging
with students on a yearlong placement firmly into the world of virtual delivery.
Having now run two years of pre- and on-placement workshops with students both in person and
online, we’ve weathered the storm of COVID-19 and had time to reflect and evaluate. With
overwhelmingly positive feedback from students and vast amounts of both time and money saved,
we will share with you how we are planning to take these changes forward into a post-COVID world.
The session will cover:
• Pre-COVID and the shift from individual visits – the decision to move from individual placement
visits to a group workshop format
• COVID-19 and the shift to online delivery – how we moved on-placement group workshops
online and the benefits and challenges that presented
• Lessons for a post-COVID offer – a blended approach. What we’ll keep online and what we hope
to take back to in-person delivery
Presentation

Session Outline

Are placement visits sustainable?

 Pre-COVID and the shift from individual visits

Placement support in a post-COVID world.

 COVID and the shift to online delivery

Tom Meadows, Helen Robertson, Kate Hastings

 Lessons for a post-COVID offer

Placements Advisers (Careers Service)

ncl.ac.uk
2

From Newcastle. For the world.

Initial Model

Pre-COVID and the shift from individual visits
Resourcing and enhancing student experience

Pre-placement
Workshop

Individual
placement visit

(In-person)

(In-person)

Returners event
(In-person)

ncl.ac.uk
From Newcastle. For the world.

4
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Individual Placement Visits 2018/19

The decision: why placement visits aren’t sustainable

75 STUDENT VISITS

 Time and cost for a small team

44 DAYS OUT OF OFFICE
29 SEPARATE TRIPS

 Lack of tangible benefit to students and supervisors
 Timing of visit missed early issues
 Unnecessary environmental impact
5

From Newcastle. For the world.

Workshop Visits 2019/20

New model

Be Placement
Ready
Workshop
(In-person)

6

From Newcastle. For the world.

Supervisor
1-2-1 (opt.)
(Virtual)

Initial 1-2-1
(Virtual)

On-placement
workshop

Final 1-2-1
(opt.)

(In-person)

(Virtual)

93 STUDENTS AT WORKSHOPS
16 DAYS OUT OF OFFICE
4 TRIPS

Manchester
1 SESSION
11 STUDENTS

Newcastle
4 SESSIONS
55 STUDENTS

Returners event
(In-person)

Birmingham

London

1 SESSION
5 STUDENTS

7

From Newcastle. For the world.

3 SESSIONS
25 STUDENTS

From Newcastle. For the world.

8

Feedback from students

Found the group
discussions useful

9

From Newcastle. For the world.

Thought the location of
the workshop worked
well

Preferred the workshop
to the idea of in-person 12-1s

From Newcastle. For the world.

10

Adapting to online delivery

COVID and the shift to online delivery

Replicating in-person activity effectively to ensure
positive student experience

 Made easier because of existing virtual contact points.
 Replicated interactive, table activities using breakout rooms.
 Replaced informational slides with stand-alone resources.
 Introduced a variety of past placement student contributions (preplacement workshop).
 Replaced skill card activity with LinkedIn activity.

ncl.ac.uk
From Newcastle. For the world.

12
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Lucy Bell – Network Rail
Feedback from students

Found the group
discussions useful

Found the
LinkedIn activity
useful

13

From Newcastle. For the world.

14

From Newcastle. For the world.

Post-COVID Blended Model

Supervisor
1-2-1 (opt.)
(Virtual)

Lessons for a post-COVID offer

A blended approach to on-placement support

Be Placement
Ready Workshop
(Virtual/Inperson)

Initial 1-2-1
(Virtual)

On-placement
workshop
(Inperson/Virtual)

Final 1-2-1 (opt.)

Returners event

(Virtual)

(In-person)

ncl.ac.uk
16

From Newcastle. For the world.

Benefits of our blended approach

Conclusions
 Group workshops more beneficial than visits.
 In-person is preferred to virtual for group work.
 However, 1-2-1s work better virtually – flexible, less resources.
 Moving informational material online gave students the opportunity to
access in their own time.
 Students overwhelmingly prefer this approach.

 Combines both in-person activity which we know is effective, with more 12-1 contact points virtually.
 Flexible.
 Less impact on resources.
 Less impact on the environment.
 Contingency and future-proof.

17

From Newcastle. For the world.

18

From Newcastle. For the world.

Poll
 Do you think this blended approach is a feasible option for your
institution?

Any questions?

You can contact us at cs.placementyear@ncl.ac.uk

A. Yes, definitely
B. Perhaps
C. Definitely not

ncl.ac.uk
19

From Newcastle. For the world.

Student video
https://youtu.be/lyz9H5ZlEMQ
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3B
INTER: Using Work Based Learning for interdisciplinary student collaborative
projects with social impact
Ruth Cochrane
Edinburgh Napier University
r.cochrane2@napier.ac.uk

Abstract
INTER: a platform for interdisciplinary student teams to respond to a theme proposed by commercial
sponsor. In 2021, Scotia Gas Networks challenged students to reimagine legacy fossil fuel sites for
social good, considering the of reuse of vacant land considering climate change prevention,
adaption, biodiversity and community engagement. INTER provides a container for existing credit
bearing modules such as work based learning, group work and live projects from across the
University from SCQF level 7 to 11 accruing between 20 and 60 credits. Students are assessed by
their own module leaders based on agreed deliverables aligned to existing LOs. (e.g. portfolio,
reflective blog, peer assessment)
In response to COVID, SGN staff, ENU academics and support staff contributed online lectures,
tutorials, and workshops, to support interdisciplinary student teams to research, innovate and
communicate their response to the challenge. The programme was predominantly self-directed
with student groups using a variety of digital tools to organise and manage their projects.
Underpinned by design thinking methodology, INTER encourages the development of employability
skills; project management, interdisciplinary working, critical thinking and creative problem solving.
In return for contribution of sponsorship and expertise, SGN received creative proposals which have
significantly impacted their future land development strategy.
Presentation

INTER - Not a module…

Cast of Thousands…

Using existing modules

Timetabling

Design Thinking

Pedagogy

Credit bearing w ork based learning, group
project and volunteering modules
from across the university w ere
used to recruit students

Lectures and w orkshops w ere
scheduled on a variety of days, so
some team members w ould alw ays
be able to attend

Design methodology w as used to
structure the self supported
group w ork. Teams w orking
through a process of:

Flipped classroom methodology w as
used to support students w ith a series
of lectures and w orkshops.

Sessions w ere all hosted online and
recorded, then hosted centrally as an
ongoing resource

Research
Ideation
Fail & Fix
Communication
Critical Evaluation

Creativity for Good

Placement Coordinators

Industry Partner

Academics and External Experts

40 students

Engaging for students

Acting as student liaison for
each team, managing challenges
and anxieties!

SGN brought a challenge
Staff hosted briefing sessions on
SDGs, Stakeholder engagement, Land
Management, Planning and Legal
requirements,
Stakeholders gave feedback

Experts in a w ide range of
disciplines gave lectures and
hosted w orkshops.

Eight multi-disciplinary teams of five

Useful for the industry partner

Product, Graphic and Interior Design,
Tourism, Photography, Business
Management, Marketing, Events,
Biomedical Sciences, Sports Science,
Computing, Softw are Engineering,
Biology, Film & Television

Creating solutions for global social challenges

Coordinating w ith client
Managing internal and external
communications

Teams took responsibility for their
ow n learning, w hile w orking for an
external client.

Climate Scientists, Architects
Engineers, Designers and
Researchers introduced a variety
of topics and methodologies.
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INTER_SGN

INTER_SGN

W el com e t o t h e
r evol ut i on!

W hat if we got it
right?
W hat if 2021 w as the year that w e genuinely
committed to solve climate change? W hat w ould
that look like? W hat w ould your part in it be?

INTER_SGN

SHOUT ABOUT IT!

Re- imagine Fossil Fuel
Spaces for Good

SGN and ENU jointly marketed the project
6 SGN sites, each assigned to a multi-disciplinary
student team

Outcomes going to COP 26 #GetOnW ithIt

Create a proposal for how it should be repurposed

This project is part of the Creative Bravery Festival –
reimagining education by celebrating pockets of the
future in the present.

The outcome might be a physical transformation or a
pitch for a larger scheme

Students mobilised their ow n social comms

SGN contributed £5K to the project, students could
bid for some of this money to realise their idea
W e could mobilise a w orkforce of SGN & student
volunteers

INTER_SGN

INTER_SGN

Team work makes the
dream work
W hat if we got it
right?

Be Brave
Students w ere assigned a multidisciplinary team,
they w ere asked to w ork outside their area of
expertise and outside their comfort zone.

Make it Fun

Chalk and talk is dead!
Our future w orkforce needs to know how to
collaborate and innovate. W e need to learn how to
do that by doing it!

Students brought expertise beyond their area of
study. Amateur geologists and professional gamers –
used their insights. They w ere encouraged to play
and learn more.

Be Kind, Be Fair
Some students w ere full time, part time and
volunteer? Once they committed, they had to deliver!
This w orked best w here contributions w ere credit
bearing.

INTER_SGN

INTER_SGN

Deliver
Capt ain
Create a Blog for your team, share it w ith
this group and SGN
Set up a w ay of w orking together online
– Slack, TEAMS, w hatever you like

SGN Presentation Days – 10 minutes per
team
• Feb - Research Portfolio
• Mar – Concepts and Budgets
• Apr – Final Proposal and Budget
• May– Final Outcome Presentation

Set up regular team meetings
Set up a monthly check-in meeting w ith
your Placement Coordinator
W ork out team roles and commitments

INTER_SGN

INTER_SGN

Assessment
Existing assessment criterion from the
W BL modules w ere retained.
There w ere usually sufficiently broad to
align w ith the variety of project
deliverables created by the teams.
This w as agreed w ith individual module
leaders.

Pedagogy of
Uncertainty
Students, academics and SGN felt like there w ere in the
dark most of the w ay through.

It’s okay to not know w hat’s going to happen and how
it’s going to turn out – in fact, that’s how it should be.
If you already think you have the answ ers – let them go.
W e allow ed ourselves to go through a process of
discovery together.
Uncertainty has value. The feeling of unease you have is
essential – it’s the space w here change happens
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INTER_SGN

INTER_SGN

Out comes
Impact
Using systems and design thinking methodologies
w hile developing their uncertainty competences,
our 8 teams created exceptional and creatively
brave proposals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Acrifarm, the new era of sustainable vertical
farming.
Haus of SGN, Scotland’s first drag theatre
pow ered by renew able energy.
Spin bike light show and Art History Green
Tunnel.
Colours for Covid, a Holi inspired festival.
W eaving Hills and Rainbow Forest of
reflection.
Clocktow er allotments and w ildflow er reserve.
W etland w alkw ay & Hexabubble arts hub.
Redesigned 'green' gas holder art gallery..

SGN
• Significantly impacted bio-diversity and land
management strategy.
• Started an ongoing relationship w ith the student
teams, to implement some of their ideas over the
next five years
ENU
• A Gold curriculum project embedding critical
thinking, interdisciplinary collaboration and real
w orld problem solving
• Revenue neutral project, supported by industry
partner and external funder HCI skills gatew ay
Students
• Development of employability skills
• Engagement as global citizens

Society
• Creation of climate solutions
• Activating education as a catalyst for social change

INTER_SGN

W H AT ARE W E D OIN G?!

Honestly w e don’t know ! – W e found out
together and it’ll be different and risky
again next year. This dangerous,
unexpected and exciting approach
generates unanticipated value.
If you know someone w ho’d like to w ork
w ith us in this innovative w ay – let us
know !
r.cochrane2@napier.ac.uk

Student video
https://youtu.be/DN_C1Bb4XSI
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4A
An evaluation of an Innovative placement model for students in Belfast
School of Art to promote Civic and Economic Recovery, as a result of COVID-19

Alison Gault

Ulster University
ae.gault@ulster.ac.uk

Abstract
This research paper considers the responses of Belfast School of Art’s staff, students, and industry
stakeholders to the civic and economic crisis within a Northern Ireland context because of COVID-19.
With many student plans for placement paused, or even abandoned by March 2020 The design and
offer of a Civic and Economic Recovery (CER) module created to provide students with a real-world
learning and work-related practice model. It was also an opportunity for students to respond to the
current civic or economic challenges within the context of a regional, local, or global economy. The
20 credit CER module combined with 15 weeks industry experience was accepted by the Department
of Education as an equivalent model to the traditional 26+ weeks required to achieve the Diploma in
Professional Practice. The first 6 weeks of the module covered themes of global challenges, future
work, CPD strategy, professional competencies, business continuity, contingency planning,
embedding sustainability, digital tools, communication styles, design thinking all supporting recovery
and innovation. The final 5 weeks of the module focussed on industry-led projects, using online
design sprints and digital solutions. This research will provide an evaluation of the year exploring
both the CER module and the 15-week placements and the impact of further lockdown restrictions
throughout the year.
Presentation
An evaluation of an
innovative
placement model for
students in Belfast
School of Art, to
promote Civic and
Economic Recovery
as a result of Covid19

Corita Kent
Kent, C., 1963. luke 2.14, 51. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/63-39> [Accessed 16

Corita Kent

Kent, C., 1967. Life is a complicated business. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/67-34> [Accessed 16 August 2021].
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Placement

Belfast School of Art
100 students and in
2021

50% had been able to
secure placement
Kent, C., 1966. we can make it. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/66-15> [Accessed 16 August 2021].

Placement
Working Group
All faculties
All Schools
All courses

Kent, C., 1966. for emergency use soft shoulder. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/66-19> [Accessed 16 August 2021].

Kent, C., 1966. Questions and Answers. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/6620> [Accessed 16 August 2021].

Who?
5 courses

Textile Art, Design & Fashion
Graphic Design & Illustration
Product Design
Interaction Design
Animation

Why?
• Apply subject specific knowledge to a realworld challenge defined by an external
organisation.
• An opportunity to contribute and problemsolve a civic and or economic crisis or challenge
• Awareness and exposure to enhanced digital
literacies which enable collaborative
engagement in evolving professional work
contexts
• To develop and consolidate personal,
professional and/or employability skills relevant
to, and required for, the graduate labour market

How?
Civic Economic Recovery Module (20 credit)
6 weeks Planning Prep and Development
5 weeks live Industry Project
15+ Week’s placement
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Semester 1 2020
The onboarding was 6

Industry project was 5

weeks
weeks

When?

…. students then had time to plan for the 15

week+ placement

This was equivalent length of time for the traditional DPP

Where?

The pandemic accelerated the future of work trends where work patterns became virtual and remote, rather than
physical and local, this too was reflected in the module delivery to equip and prepare students for
employment/placement experiences in the future

What?

• Global Economic Challenges
• Future work
• Developing a Future-proof CDP Strategy
• Professional Competencies for 21st Century Working
• Business Continuity and Contingency Planning
• Embedding Sustainability into Business Recovery
• Digital Tools for Working and Learning
• Online Communication Styles and Etiquette
• Design Thinking Challenge
For RECOVERY AND INNOVATION

How?
Seminars - Groups -121 - Industry meets

Digital

Who?

Kent, C., 1966. for emergency use soft shoulder. [image] Available at:<https://collection.corita.org/piece/66-19> [Accessed 16 August 2021].

Students
Staff
Industry

“The pandemic changed higher education
forever…each campus should conduct a series of
after action reviews around the strategic decisions
made during the Covid crisis to reflect on what
worked and what didn’t.”
(Patrick Sanaghan, 2021) THE

What Worked?
What didn’t work?

Voices
Brundle, T. (2020) ‘The Mac’ [Instagram] 18 December. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/CI8EGQ_hIPN/?utm_medium=share_sheet (accessed 13th July 2021)
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Community of practice

Collaboration

Communication
Collaborate
Confidence
Creativity
Criticality

Community

Networks

Community

Building
Relationships

Academic Staff
The task and finish group that
was started in March 2020 has
continued throughout the AY
2021 and has formed a
‘community’ sharing, ideas good
practice and support

Is there an Ulster Community while
on placement?
• Isolation
• Disconnect
• Belonging
Brundle, T. (2020) ‘The Mac’ [Instagram] 18 December. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/CI8EGQ_hIPN/?utm_medium=share_sheet (accessed 13th July 2021)

Community, Networks,
building relationships
The CER module….

Communication

“… has allowed me to network a lot more
and it has shown me more options that
there are in my industry”

Confusion over the DPP and CER Placement options
“…it was a really confusing year – everybody didn’t know what
was going on…I just don’t feel like there was a lot of prep”
BSoA focus group

“I think…collaborations with your group
and the other companies…was really good
working with the company and working on
the project and building relationships with
them…it is good to know that you had an
impact into that project”

“I have heard about it but still don’t understand the meaning of
DPP and what has to be completed.” SU focus group

Placement Prep ?

“We didn’t get a whole lot of time to communicate with the
person who was working in industry a few more meetings
with the actual company would have been really useful”
BSoA student

“it would have been valuable to allow some more time for
communication…there could have been more conversation
similar to an industry experience where you would have had
the weekly meetings with your manager. It is also preparing
them for industry as well.” Industry feedback

Digital Communication
“It has made it easier to
communicate it
has…normalised skype and
zoom”
“I will continue to use it
[zoom/teams] to
communicate and it is
realistic, and I will use it
after this is all over”
BSoA focus group

Creativity

• Flexibility - de-risk projects
• Ideas and Creativity – design
sprints

Skills, flexibility, problem solving, critical thinking

• New way of looking at a
problem or issue
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Good technical skills, problem
solving, and confidence will help
with industry and employability or
graduate internship
Placement tutor

Digital Literacy Skills
portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking a transformed
way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner
cannot progress..”
Meyer and Land
“a

Confidence

Success?

17.6% Extremely confident
52.9% Very confident
29.4% Somewhat confident

• more confident going into 3rd year”
“I am hoping the experience will provide a
higher level of maturity and confidence for
those students returning to final year in
September.” Placement Tutor

• industry experience to set myself
apart from other graduates” BSoA
student

Student Marks Profile
4% of students did not complete the CER module LOA
Students who

completed the CER 87%
51% achieving above

achieved a 2:1 and above with

70%

Industry
Regroup
Stop Gap
Remote

15 week +
placement
DPP

Experience
Skills
Agile
Adaptable

85% Have created a LinkedIn Profile
Less than a fifth (17%) of students had undertaken work
experience in the last 12 months
Lack of work experience was the main struggle for job-seeking
university students
Three quarters of students found work experience useful in
developing their skills Dan Mason Prospects

Networking – connected - community
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Voices
Brundle, T. (2020) ‘The Mac’ [Instagram] 18 December. Available at: https://www.instagram.com/p/CI8EGQ_hIPN/?utm_medium=share_sheet (accessed 13th July 2021)

The future
•

longer ‘live’ project

• Staff workloads
• Adapted for CPD model – a ‘shared’
module
• Support students who have
difficulties on placement
• Industrial advisory boards –
for multi-disciplinary input

Kent, C., 1966. tomorrow the stars. [image] Available at: <https://collection.corita.org/piece/66-07> [Accessed 16 August 2021].

“As campuses face an uncertain future, it will do their
inhabitants the world of good to be reminded that
higher education has been exceptionally resilient this
past year. Whatever failures we may have had, let’s
not forget that, overall, we did very well. ”
(Sanghan, 2021)
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4B
ConnectMe, developing a new employability and networking scheme to
improve career readiness of undergraduate students
Louise Tarrant, Nicky Cooney, Madelaine Fallow
Northumbria University
L.Tarrant@northumbria.ac.uk

Abstract
Aim: To establish an employability and networking intervention to support undergraduate student
cohorts with low career readiness and improve their confidence in their career planning.
Method: Analysis of Career Readiness and Inclusion Data, publicity and promotion of the scheme
leading to devising administrative matching processes and feedback mechanisms
Results: A successful pilot scheme which ran across the academic year leading to 61 foundation and
undergraduate student participating in informational interviews with academic and Professional
Services members of staff across the University. Results showed that 92% of participants gained
improved their confidence in planning their career, 33% of students stated they would seek to gain
work experience, 25% of students stated they would engage with the university careers service, 25%
of students stated they would increase their networking activity and 17% of students stated they
would undertake more research into career options.
Conclusion: Originally developed for Psychology students, ConnectMe has grown to include
numerous departments and programmes, along with a growing number of academic colleagues in
support. Future actions include widening networks both internally and externally, along with events
and workshops to develop peer to peer mentoring.
Presentation
Session overview:
Developing a new
employability and
networking scheme to
improve career readiness of
undergraduate students

Background and aims of ConnectMe
How we set up processes
Feedback

Click to add text

Challenges
Louise Tarrant and Nicky Cooney

Challenging Times
Covid19 and lack of access to work experience opportunities
“The collapse in employment …is likely to affect term-time jobs for students…and thus the ability for students from less
advantaged backgrounds to support themselves at university”
Ball C (2021) UK Graduate Labour Market Update 6th July, Prospects Luminate

Large cohorts of students from Widening Participation backgrounds
Click to add text

“Social capital is an important resource that can help graduates transition into the labour market, but it is …not distributed
equally to all”
AGCAS (2021) First generation graduates more affected by Covid-19 than graduates whose parents or guardians went to
university, press release p2.
“There is an increasing consensus that social capital…may serve as one of the most important ingredients in … emergency
situations”
Christos A. Makridis, Cary Wu (2021) How social capital helps communities' weather the Covid pandemic: Plos One

Challenges creating networking opportunities and the need to develop employability skills for students

The future

ConnectMe Aims
To establish an employability & networking intervention to support student career
readiness, networking and confidence
To provide a platform for undergraduate students to connect with academic and
professional services university staff
Click to add text
Inspire students to take positive action to progress their career planning

Networks and contacts are important for all of us and
ConnectMe is a catalyst for bringing people together.
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The Matching Process

Developing Processes

Aims to ‘match’ students with member of staff based on a set of criteria

Gathered best practice with university colleagues

Student registration form

Staff registration form

Analysis of Career Readiness and Student Inclusion Data

Consultation with Directors of Employability
fortext
academic ‘buy in’
Click to add

Click to add text

Promotion of the scheme to secure staff interest
Student promotion in live programme sessions and messaging via Programme Teams,
BlackBoard and Student Representatives

Where possible matches against the relevant programme area
Encountered misunderstandings in the process
Benefit for students to practice networking skills

Feedback

Registrations and completed interviews
Student Registrations

I enjoyed being connected to someone who had a lot of experience in the area that I want to go into and so
they were able to answer my questions honestly and to give me some helpful advice”

Staff Registrations
41 % increase in student registrations

54

76

Semester 1

80

Semester 2

59

Semester 1

36 % increase in staff registrations

Semester 2

tail

Click to add text
Completed interviews: 61 student and staff matches completed over two semesters
Breakdown by level of study
Semester 1: 31
Level 4 – 9
Level 5 – 9
Level 6 – 13

Semester 2: 30
Level 4 – 10
Level 5 – 9
Level 6 – 11

Student Voice

Recommendations
Analysis of staff and student feedback to determine a set of key recommendations
for improvement
“I would like more training on how to steer a conversation”

Click to add text

to add text
“I would suggest a follow up chat inClick
a few
months so we can set some objectives
and see if they have taken the advice on board” 

“Uncertainty around what happens next”
Rebranding of resources

Moving forward - semester
two

Semester two challenges
External factors affecting student
engagement, anticipated higher
proportion of completed interviews

Scaled up to include two more academic
programmes
Introduction of additional information
Click session
to add text

Timescales and exam periods

Review of supporting guides to develop the support
offered for staff and students

Click to add text

Student Feedback

Increased marketing resource to include rebranding
and promotional video

Impact
92% agreed that taking part in ConnectMe
improved their confidence in planning their career

The Future of ConnectMe
What action have you taken to develop your
employability further?

100% of participants would recommend
ConnectMe to their peers
Students took practical action to move their
career planning forward
Secured repeat ‘sign up’ from existing
departments and academic interest from new
areas

17%
33%
25%
25%

Develop feedback mechanisms to improve impact measures
Incorporate additional programmes with the anticipation of ConnectMe
becoming a university wide initiative.
Utilise Induction to promote the exclusivity of the scheme and increase
student engagement

Seek to gain work experience
Engage with the university career service
Increase networking activity
Research into career options

Incorporate online/in person networking events to practically support
students skills
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Thank You
Questions?

Louise Tarrant
l.tarrant@northumbria.ac.uk
Nicky Cooney
nicola.cooney@northumbria.ac.uk

Student video
https://youtu.be/A2DOofWwe0s
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5A
Adapting a pre‐placement learning programme for widening participation
students in response to the global pandemic
Laura Pacey
Nottingham Trent University
laura.pacey@ntu.ac.uk

Abstract
Nottingham Trent University Employability’s pre‐placement development programme (the Rise
PLAN) was originally created to deliver hands‐on activities and networking spaces designed to build
social capital and confidence in our widening participation cohort. Taking place twice a year, the
programme covers 6 key themes often overlooked by students in the placement‐seeking process;
active listening, personal brand, commercial awareness, business communication, growth mindset
and resilience. Employers, alumni, former placement students and colleagues from NTU’s student
finance team also have key roles within the programme.
The pandemic forced us to reconsider our approach to this programme in 2020/21, ultimately
changing it from a two‐day in‐person programme to a four half‐day online experience. This
presentation details our successful transition to online learning, and how we identified ways to
replicate the in‐person experience for our students using the technologies available to us. It also
highlights some of the challenges we faced in doing so, and what we learnt from our Term 1
programme to adapt our approach further for Term 2. Finally, the presentation will outline how we
plan to adapt the programme once more as we move to a more blended approach for the upcoming
academic year.
Presentation
Background

Adapting a pre-placement
learning programme for widening
participation students in response
to the global pandemic
Laura Pacey

 Programme developed and piloted in 2018/19
 Aim: To deliver hands-on activities and networking spaces designed to build
social capital and confidence in our widening participation cohort during their
search for a sandwich placement.
 Eligible students: low household income, geographical disadvantage, disability
 Twice per year, target of 100 students to participate each year
 Two full Saturdays over two weeks covering 6 topics. Input from returning
placement students, NTU Alumni and employers.
Active listening
Growth mindset

Business communication
Resilience

Personal brand
Commercial awareness
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Planning an online alternative

And then…

 What did we need to change?
 What did we need to keep?
 What did we want to keep?
 What couldn’t be replicated online? Could we find another way?
 How could we incorporate student feedback into our planning?

www.ntu.ac.uk

www.ntu.ac.uk

Incorporating student voice

Challenges of online delivery

 Hired recent NTU graduate on a short internship to contact students who had
taken part in the programme previously and collate their feedback

 Replicating the sense of community fostered in the face to face programme

 Our intern also reviewed our programme materials including lesson plans and
slide decks to give a student’s perspective on what would translate well from
in-person to online
 We were also able to share our ideas and get her feedback on ways we
hoped to develop the programme

 Student numbers normally dictated by room size – decision about a cap on
spaces
 Functionality of breakout rooms
 Ensuring all students took part in activities and were included
 Supporting students with additional needs
 Screen fatigue

www.ntu.ac.uk

What we did

www.ntu.ac.uk

Restructured format

 MS Teams – used by NTU students for their online lectures and seminars
 Using the “Class” Teams function to set and receive pre-arrival documents,
interim activities and evaluation
 Identified activities that could be done by students in between sessions to
save delivery time
 Adapted some activities that could not be replicated online and developed
new activities that allowed students to develop the same skills
 Restructured the format of the programme

2019/20 (in person)
Day 1

2020/21 (online)
Interim

Day 2

Active listening

Growth mindset

Resilience

Business
communication

Personal brand
Returning
student talks
and Q&A

Alumni matching
activity –
informational
interview

Commercial
awareness
Employer talks
and Q&A

- Two weeks (full days) -

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Active
listening

Business
communication

Employer
talks and
Q&A

NTU
student
finance talk

Personal
brand

Commercial
awareness

Student
talks and
Q&A

Growth
mindset
and
resilience

Interim
activity
setting

Interim
activity
setting

Interim
activity
setting

Evaluation

Alumni matching activity – informational
interview
- Four weeks (half days)-

www.ntu.ac.uk

Adapted activities - examples

Adapted activities - examples

Group activity to develop teamwork, time management and communication
skills

Group activity to develop commercial awareness, research, presentation and
teamwork skills

Face to face

Online

Face to face

Online

Students split into teams and put into
separate rooms. Each team is given a set of
cards with pictures on, divided across all
team members. Students work together to
determine what order the cards go in without
showing their cards to their teammates.

Students split into teams and put into
breakout rooms. Each team is given a grid to
complete and a set of clues to determine the
locations of different colour treasure chests.
Students must work together to find out
where each treasure chest was hidden on the
grid.

Students put into groups and tasked with
finding out information about a particular
company and produce a flip-chart poster to
present their findings.

Students put into groups and tasked with
finding out information about one of the
companies who will be represented at the
following week’s session. Students use
Teams to record a video to present their
findings.
www.ntu.ac.uk

www.ntu.ac.uk

Benefits of change
 Increased capacity – more students
able to take part (46% increase
from the previous year)
 Representation within the cohort
 Students have an online portfolio of
work they can keep
 Continuity of communication and
online community

Benefits of change
Gender

Ethnicity

Disability

Male 48%

White 52%

Disclosed
disability 16%

Female 52%

Black / Black
mixed 22%

Disclosed and
requires
additional
support 3%

Asian / Asian
mixed 21%

No disclosed
disability 81%

 Additional skills development for students e.g. online group activities, video
creation, digital skills
 Ease of providing private, personal support for those with additional needs
 Employers easier to include due to no travel requirements
 Sustainability

Other ethnicity
4%

www.ntu.ac.uk

www.ntu.ac.uk
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What next?
 Lots of successes that we want to capitalise on!
 Continuing with online programme for Term 1 of 2021/22, with the possibility
of a hybrid approach from Term 2
 Online portfolio – easy for students and staff to keep track of work required
and completed
 Further development  further increase in uptake  increase in WP student
placements

I just wanted to let you know that I have been successful in
getting a placement. I am beyond thrilled! Thank you for your
help and support through the Rise PLAN scheme, as I would
like to say that I would not have perhaps been offered this
experience without taking part in this opportunity! I found
listening to the stories of other placement students very
interesting, I would like to offer to take part in the Rise PLAN
scheme next year to offer any help and guidance to other
students that might need some help as I did!

2020/21 participant
www.ntu.ac.uk

www.ntu.ac.uk

Student video
https://youtu.be/wlFcCXulPYg
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5B
Development of a Self-Directed Placement
Miriam Bray, Nicola Kalmanovitch, Kirsty Tyre
Bournemouth University
mbray@bournemouth.ac.uk

Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many traditional placement opportunities became challenging to
source and by the start of the 2020/21 academic year a significant number of Bournemouth
University Business School students were still searching for mandatory sandwich placements. This
led a team of Business School Placement Development Advisers to develop a “Self-directed
placement” option which would enable students to build a portfolio of experiences to maximise and
create development opportunities, whilst providing clear support structures and tangible outcomes.
Students undertaking a Self-directed placement were encouraged to reflect on their individual needs
and career goals and engage in problem-based learning to address skills, knowledge and
competency gaps. They were then empowered to build their own professional development
programme, potentially comprising paid/unpaid work, internships, Personal and Professional
Development training, and self-employment/enterprise, with collaborative support from an external
professional mentor. This presentation will explain how the Self-Directed Placement was developed,
the key components which have made it successful and share some of the experiences of our
students who have undertaken this route as well as the impact it has had on their employability.
Presentation

We'll cover
• The background
• What happened
• What we learned

Development of a Self-Directed Placement

• What’s next

Miriam Bray, Kirsty Tyre, Nicola Kalmanovitch
Bournemouth University Business School

Pre-Covid thinking

Impact of Covid

• “one size doesn’t fit all”

Impact of Covid…

• Ownership and active learning principles

• Loss of traditional placements and employers

• Preparing for a portfolio career

• Need to offer something!
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Rationale

Elements

• Elements of the “gold standard” placement
• External support and verification
• Identifying and creating opportunities aligned to
individual career aspirations or questions

Limitations
 Must have a mentor to verify completion
 Not available to students on a Visa
 All placement ILOs, coursework and duration
requirements must be met

Example 1

What happened
• The plan was approved by BUBS Exec September 2020
• In 2020-21, 34 BUBS students opted for the SelfDirected Placement route

Example 2

• Promotions work for local radio

• Paid part time work

• Project managed and marketed a charity venture

• Set up and managed their own catering business

• Marshalled a Covid vaccination hub

• Industry networking

• Paid part time work

• Product development

• Developed LinkedIn profile within music industry

• Securing a catering kitchen

• Online marketing courses

• Covid-secure deliveries and collections

• Virtual branding internship

• H&S training
• Sustainable packaging sourcing

What worked

What didn’t work

• Students were in the driving seat

• Timing

• Allowed for a tailored experience
• Could adapt to changing circumstances

• Lack of scaffolding / preparatory work to embed the
concept

• Wider life skills gaps could be filled

• Students understanding the role of mentor

• Networking opportunities

• Accountability requirements

• Through placement support, students were able to
value and articulate their experiences

• Pilot scheme only available within Business School
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Practical steps

What’s next?

• Reviewing practice
• Circulating guidance for all stakeholders

• Placements have always been about empowering
students to develop and learn within a changing world

• Introducing the Self-Directed Placement route earlier

• The Self-Directed Placement route cannot be static

• Scaffolding sessions
• Allowing adequate 1:1 support time for PDAs

Contact us
• BUBSPDAs@bournemouth.ac.uk

Student video
https://youtu.be/AmDy13JDS9Q
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6A
Fintech Fortnight; supporting students to gain insights into
a fast‐growing industry
Duncan McDonald
Durham University
duncan.j.mcdonald@durham.ac.uk

Abstract
‘Fintech Fortnight’ is a virtual events series at Durham University, which aims to shine a light on the
wide range of internships, placements, and other work experience opportunities available to
Computer Science students within the fast‐growing Fintech space. This contribution aims to discuss
the positive impacts of this entirely virtual events series on the student experience; reflecting on
how students are able to gain key industry insights, contacts and pre‐application tips from both local
and global firms, whilst engaging remotely.
The presentation also aims to reflect on the benefits of bringing together a diverse range of
employers and speakers from a specific industry, which has continued to grow during the pandemic,
on the student’s search for work experience over the last academic year. We will also explore how
the series has supported students to develop new digital skills, as well as considering the pros and
cons to the student, the employer and to the institution of this type of event delivery, which will
likely be more commonplace in the future.
Presentation

Computer Science at Durham University
A bit about us…

FinTech Fortnight; supporting students to
gain insights into a fast‐growing global
industry.

 Established as an independent Department in 2017 (formerly School of
Engineering and Computer Sciences)

Durham University (Computer Science)

 Ranked 9th in the UK (Complete University Guide 2022)

 Approximately 440 students
 Ranked joint 1st in the UK for Graduate Prospects (The Times & Sunday
Times Good University Guide 2021)

8th

Wednesday
September 2021, 11.50am
Duncan McDonald – Internships & Industry Manager

 Aim to expose students to a wide range of industries/sectors through
internships, placements, industry‐led events and talks and mentoring
opportunities

Why did we decide to run FinTech Fortnight?
Setting the scene…
 Concerned about the impact of the pandemic on the uptake of work experience/industry
exposure
 Our GO data tells us that FinTech is a popular careers destination
 Global FinTech Industry is predicted to be worth $310 billion by the end of 2022
(shutterstock)
 London is seen as a FinTech ‘Superhub’ and is the second‐highest ranking FinTech ecosystem
globally (in 2020, London FinTech’s attracted $4.1bn venture capital) (Deloitte)
 2,500 UK FinTechs (consisting of 23 different specialisms e.g. WealthTech, RegTech, InsurTech)
 Massive recruitment need for technology and digital skills at Graduate Level

Fintech Specialism Innovation Growth Rate 2000‐2020 (Deloitte)

Software Engineering and Data roles
account for 48% of open roles in 2021
(to date) (Builtin)
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What is FinTech Fortnight…?

What were our Hopes & Fears for the series?
Hopes…

“Fintech Fortnight is a virtual events series at Durham University and is a collaboration between
Computer Science and Durham University Business School (DUBS), with the ultimate aim of
supporting students to gain worthwhile industry connections and work experience, including
internships and placements”
In brief…
Piloted in October 2020 (Michaelmas Term)
Completely virtual
All events were via Zoom
10 virtual events across 2 weeks, with 16 speakers representing 10 different organisations
(Starting Monday 5th October)
 Sessions facilitated by DU staff
 1‐2 hours in duration





Early Summer

New Term
• Employer check‐
in/technology run through
• Final push for student sign‐
ups
• Joining info circulated
• Social media promotion
• Team catch‐up

Fears…
 Won’t be of interest to students
 Technology will be difficult to manage/intermittent
 Experience won’t be as high quality as face‐to‐face

So… What did the series include?

What was our approach to planning?

• Visualise objectives
• Identify ‘Hopes & Fears’
• Think realistically about
resources
• Draft planning timeline

 Raise awareness of work experience & career routes
 Facilitate ‘real’ industry connections
 Better support WP and female students (in particular)
with their internship search
 Improve student confidence with virtual engagement
 Students will ultimately access FinTech work experience
 Provide high quality employer experience

Early Summer

Early Summer

• Explore ideas informally with
industry partners
• Reach out to DUBS and
internal stakeholders
• Student feedback

• Come up with employer value
proposition & target list
• Gain employer feedback on
technology use/digital set‐up
• Consider rough submission
deadline

Mid‐Summer

Mid‐Summer

• Employer planning call
• Advice and guidance on
theme/content/speakers
• Promotion to students
• Production of Events Booklet
for internal/external use

• Advertise opportunity to
employers (directly and via
internal & external partners)
• Honest about pilot run and
potential outcomes
• Begin advertising to students

Monday
‘Blockchain
Hurricane’ with
Kate Baucherel
(Speaker, Writer &
Blockchain
specialist)

Specific tech
session to capture
student interest

Tuesday
‘Opportunities at
Morgan Stanley &
My Journey’ with
Yacine Aitsiselmi
(VP within
Technology
Division)
Recruitment talk
and exploration of
transition into a
grad Fintech career

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

‘Opportunities and
Challenges in a
World powered by
IoT, AI and
Blockchain’ with
Ian Keane, Oracle

‘Opportunities for
Women in Fintech,
a discussion’ with
Anne‐Marie
Imafidon
(Stemettes) and
Soumya Singh
(Deutsche Bank)

‘OpenFin: An
introduction &
Q&A’ with Tim
Dinsdale (European
CTO)

Technology talk
FinTech careers at
Oracle

Fireside chat
Energetic student
discussion

Company intro
Grad and internship
roles pitch

Let’s look at the detail…

Week 2:

Session 4: ‘Opportunities for Women in Fintech, a discussion’ with Anne‐Marie Imafidon
(Stemettes) & Soumya Singh (Deutsche Bank), (Thursday 8th October, 5.30pm via Zoom).
Monday

Tuesday

‘Sage: Remote
working and using
the best digital
SaaS systems in the
future’ with Carlos
Pullen‐Ferreira (VP‐
Business
Transformation)

‘Arabesque AI: An
introduction & ‘Ask
an AI Researcher
anything’ with Dr
Kamran Javid

‘Working at Atom
Bank and Top Tips
for students
entering the Tech
Industry’

Recruitment
presentation &
Q&A
Find out about AI
graduate route

Internships/Grad
recruitment info
‘A day in the life of’
an Atom Grad
Search/interview
top tips

Tech Talk
‘A day in the life of’
an intern/graduate

Wednesday

Thursday
‘Virtual Interview
Success with
Morgan Stanley’
with Yacine
Aitsiselmi and DU
Intern Ollie Hines
Interview skills
workshop
Insights from DU
Intern at Morgan
Stanley

Friday
‘Alumni Talk,
Company Overview
and Q&A with
HSBC Kinetic’ with
George McLeod,
Head of Proposition
and Strategy
Alumni talk
Career insights
HSBC Internships
info

What worked well…
 Students and employers were happy to engage virtually (and we had very few Tech issues!)
 Attendance was good (41 on average, 4 with over 65 students)
 Informal and friendly atmosphere
 Relatively diverse range of speakers and employers (including ‘local firms’ to Durham and the
NE, as well as household names)
 Maintained a focus on work experience and the importance of industry connections
 Events were facilitated by DU staff (e.g. introductions and Q&As)
 Content was interesting from a technology/comp sci point of view
 Alumni and previous interns sharing their experiences
 Industry focus allowed for more detailed exploration of roles/opportunities

We aimed to:
 Provide a specific event for female students
 Challenge view that ‘Fintech jobs are for boys’ (e.g. Banking)
 Hear from Comp Sci Alumnea Soumya about her
undergraduate internships and impact on graduate career
 Opportunities with Deutsche Bank
 Encourage friendly discussion/debate with students virtually
 Attended by 35 female Comp Sci students
 Students secured work experience with Deutsche Bank

Impact on students
 Student confidence and willingness to ask Q’s increased
as we progressed through the series
 Saw an increase in enquiries for internships (in particular)
in Comp Sci in the weeks after
 Student feedback said that the series helped them to feel
comfortable in engaging virtually with employers (e.g. in
the virtual interview process during pandemic)
 A number of students subsequently secured work
experience opportunities with these employers for 20/21
and 21/22 (including Spring Weeks and Summer
Internships with Deutsche Bank and Morgan Stanley)
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Supporting Digital Skills
Digital Research Skills
(e.g. researching
employer programmes
and schemes)

What’s Next?

Insights into Industry’s use of
new/emerging digital software

 Planning FinTech Fortnight again for November 2021
 Exploring employer sponsorship

Digital Communication Skills

 Aiming to better represent FinTech start‐ups and include more virtual workshops
#ASETTOPTIPS:

Digital Empathy Skills

Networking and Digital
Presence Skills

 Best attended events were the ones which had a clear offer for students (e.g. Virtual
Interview Success with Morgan Stanley)
 Marketing and promotion is important (Events Brochure and professional look appealed to
students and employer alike)

Succeeding in
Digital Workshops

Problem solving

 Double check technology

“I really enjoyed the FinTech Fortnight, particularly the one with Anne‐Marie
herself!” (Alicia Hawksworth, L2 Computer Science)
“FinTech Fortnight has been great!” (Alex Krajewski, L3
Computer Science)

“The event was very interesting and especially pertinent to me, as I’ll be
undertaking an individual project in Blockchain this year!” (Robert Hunter, L3
Computer Science)

“Thanks for hosting Duncan, it worked really well having someone
from Durham there to facilitate” (Gemma Chambers, Arabesque AI)
“Thanks for having us…we thought it went really well and it looked like there was a great
turnout… we look forward to being involved in the future”(Yacine Aitsiselmi, Morgan Stanley)

Q&A
Contact: duncan.j.mcdonald@durham.ac.uk
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6B
Digital Marketing Academy – a multi‐collaborative initiative nurturing local
talent for the benefit of the Nottingham digital space
Aga Kelly, Hanna Luetkemeier, Anna Beacroft
Nottingham Trent University
aga.kelly@ntu.ac.uk

Abstract
The session will showcase the Digital Marketing Academy (DMA), a joint initiative between
Nottingham Trent University (NTU) and the University of Nottingham (UoN) that addresses the high‐
level digital skills gap identified by Nottingham City Council and supports the Universities for
Nottingham initiative by strengthening our links with local employers and supporting graduate
retention in the city. DMA includes a mixture of employer‐led workshops, elements of online self‐
study, Insight Days with local digital marketing agencies and a challenge based on a real‐life brief.
We will be discussing how the DMA started with 2 leading digital marketing agencies in Nottingham,
how it has evolved to include several employer partnerships that contribute to delivery, and how it
has grown to ensure the best student experience through our choice of delivery.
The 20/21 DMA had to be shifted to a fully online model as a result of the COVID‐19 pandemic,
which meant that both universities had to redesign the programme into a joint online approach. We
will explore how we ensured student engagement, hosted employer led online workshops and
tracked progress.
Presentation
ASET conference 2021
Digital M arketing Academy
a m ulti-collaborative initiative nurturing local talent for the benefit
of the Nottingham digital space

Digital M arketing Academy - What is it?
Digital M arketing Academ y (DM A) is a joint initiative between Nottingham Trent University and
University of Nottingham that addresses the high-level digital skills gap identified by Nottingham
City Council and supports the Universities for Nottingham initiative by strengthening our links with
local em ployers and supporting graduate retention in the city.
DM A includes a m ixture of em ployer-led online webinars, elem ents of self-study, Insight Days w ith
local digital m arketing agencies and a digital m arketing challenge based on a real-life brief.

Nottingham Trent University
Aga Kelly – Business Services Consultant
Anna Beacroft – Em ployability Advisor Coordinator
Hanna Luetkem eier – Em ployer Engagem ent – Business Developm ent M anager

Objectives

Timeline

2018

2019

2020

2021

2018/19 – Digital M arketing 360 (NTU)
2019/20 – First collaborative initiative NTU and University of Nottingham
2020/21 – Second year of collaboration – m ove to virtual delivery
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Programme Structure

Programme Structure
Sign up

Sign up

Septem ber ‐ October

Septem ber ‐ October

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Sign Up
• Online form
• Start of the academ ic year
• 5 m onth program m e

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Novem ber - January

Novem ber - January

Insight days

Insight days

February

February

Digital Challenge (optional)

Digital Challenge (optional)

February – M arch

February – M arch

Launch
• M S Team s Lives Webinar
• All students invited
• Jointly led by NTU and UoN
• General intro to the
program m e
• Intros from partner digital
agencies

Programme Structure

Programme Structure
Sign up

Sign up

Septem ber ‐ October

Septem ber ‐ October

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Novem ber - January

Skills w orkshops led by industry
professionals
• Key digital m arketing areas:
• SEO
• PPC
• Social M edia
• Web UX/UI

Insight days

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Novem ber - January
Insight days

February

February

Digital Challenge (optional)

Digital Challenge (optional)

February – M arch

February – M arch

Programme Structure

Self Study Accreditations
All students com plete:
• Google fundam entals of
digital m arketing
Other options
• Google analytics
• Google ad search
• Codecadem y

Programme Structure:
Sign up

Sign up

Septem ber ‐ October

Septem ber ‐ October

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Novem ber - January
Insight days

Insight day w ith local digital
agency
• Workshops
• Talks
• M ini projects
• M eetings
• Tours
• Networking

Launch

October
Skills Workshops & Self Study Accreditation

Novem ber - January
Insight days

February

February

Digital Challenge (optional)

Digital Challenge (optional)

February – M arch

February – M arch

Practicalities
• Planning
• Prom otion
• Virtual Delivery
• Num bers
• Attrition
• Partnership w orking

Virtual talent show case

Digital Challenge
• Optional final elem ent
• Put skills into practice
• M ini project set by local
organisation
• Work in team s
• Showcase and netw orking
event

Impact – NTU Students & Graduates
 Participation in 20/21 significantly higher
 Increased num ber of w idening participation
cohort
 Aw areness of digital m arketing and graduate
opportunities
 Digital marketing skills and transferable skills
developm ent
 Students feeling more employable

Follow ing com pletion of the DM A, students had
secured:





Placem ents
Internships
Graduate roles
Work shadow ing opportunities and interview s

"The digital m arketing academ y has been a great experience w hich has enabled m e to develop
m y portfolio of digital skills and enhanced m y em ployability. Becom ing m ore aw are of the
digital m arketing agencies in the local area and having the opportunity to netw ork w ith staff there
has been an invaluable part of the program m e. The skills and experience developed through
the academ y has really supported m e to be a com petitive candidate during recruitm ent processes
and I am delighted that I have just been offered a graduate role w ith a local digital m arketing
agency. I w ould recom m end the DM A to any student considering a career in digital m arketing"
Nico Drysdale, Final year Business M anagem ent and M arketing Student.

Virtual talent show case
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Impact - Employers

Virtual talent show case

Economic – skills - development

 All em ployers who provided feedback stated
that they w ould be interested in taking part in
the DM A again.
 85 % of those who responded - very likely to
engage an NTU student or graduate to work
on digital m arketing in their business.
 All respondents requested details of other
em ployability support and are keen to
prom ote Nottingham as a graduate
destination.

new focus &
confidence to make
changes

Review

engaging NTU students /
graduates to w ork on
digital marketing in their
business

“ ...The recom mendations w ere sound and easy to follow ...”
“ ...decent pointers and ‘easy fixes’...“
“ ...your advice has helped me to approach things in a measured w ay...”

• Thorough feedback collected from all
stakeholders

Working w ith Rise
Am bassadors

• Aim to increase the num ber of
w idening participation students

Hybrid program me

• Aim to m ake the program m e m ore
inclusive and accessible to a larger cohort

“ It is interesting to see how m arketing helps to build audiences and partnerships through
the benefits of supporting your com munity..."

"...w e w ould w elcom e any assistance from your team on how to do this in the future! ..."
clear examples, easy
to implement
strategies & skills
improvement

Employers w orking w ith NTU Talent in the future

 new focus
 clear exam ples and easy to im plem ent
strategies
 reinforcing im portance of digital
m arketing for SM Es
 confidence to m ake changes
 skills im provem ent in SEO, Social M edia,
PPC, Web UX/UI, Digital PR

Looking ahead

Selected Employer Feedback
“ ...you' d identified some issues w ith our current w ebsite, and w e are prioritising getting
those issues fixed...”
“ ...w e’ve not really used hashtags but perhaps w e should. The team also rightly highlighted
that w e should be doing more on video..."

importance of digital
marketing for SMEs

Employers and their Digital M arketing

Autom ation
New DM agencies to
join

• M ore user-friendly; M ore sustainable

• Larger com m unity; M ore opportunities for
students and graduates

Questions…
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7A
Online placements for the digital future: the Peer Enhanced e-Placement
(PEEP)
Lisa Taylor, Gilly Salmon, Matthew Aldrich, Evan Hancock
University of East Anglia
lisa.taylor@uea.ac.uk

Abstract
The Peer Enhanced E-placement (PEEP) was created to provide ‘emergency’ placement learning to
students in response to COVID-19 suspensions. The strong underpinning pedagogy and the
adaptability of the PEEP model has resulted in it becoming a sector leader in online placement
innovation. The collaborative partners who engaged with the subsequent development and scaling
of the PEEP report how the PEEP model not only meets but exceeds some of the traditional
placement learning outcomes. The PEEP is delivered by innovative use of existing digital
technologies and develops digital skills for staff and students at every stage of the journey, preparing
the students for the future digital work environment. The PEEP has been adopted nationwide across
multiple health and social care professions. At an institutional level the PEEP has been integrated
into the placement policy that has been developed by the university employability executive team.
This presentation will take the audience through our journey of emergency response, reimagination
of placement models of delivery and the resilience of the online placement model. It will present
how the PEEP is now being embedded within a university placement strategy, to impact on students
from all disciplines across the university.
Presentation

ONLINE PLACEMENTS FOR THE DIGITAL
FUTURE: THE PEER ENHANCED EPLACEMENT (PEEP)
Dr Matthew Aldrich - Academic Director for Employability
Evan Hancock - Interim Joint Head of Careers and Student Opportunity Manager
Dr Lisa Taylor - Associate Dean for Employability
From the University of East Anglia
(Professor Gilly Salmon - CEO and Principal Consultant
From Education Alchemists Ltd)
www.uea.ac.uk

Contact: Lisa.Taylor@uea.ac.uk Twitter @drlisataylor

PEEP INTRODUCTION – EMERGENCY RESPONSE

SESSION CONTENT
 The PEEP – introduction.
 Issues surrounding placements.
 Building the PEEP model.
 Proof of concept and piloting.
 Scaling through volume and professions.
 Embedding PEEP within strategy.
 Questions.
www.uea.ac.uk

PEEP BENEFITS

• Face to face placements suspension.

• Accessibility.

• Pedagogy of combining human teaching
and technology (Salmon, 2019).

• Mirror usual placement processes.
• Common purpose.

• Topol review (Topol, 2019) and the NHS
Long Term Plan (NHS, 2019).
• Published as an exemplar case study on the
Health Education England website (Taylor,
2020).
www.uea.ac.uk

• Support of transformative learning (Zafran, 2020) through reflection.
• Strong evaluation and pedagogy.
• Supports collaboration between higher education institutes and
placement providers.
www.uea.ac.uk
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ONGOING PLACEMENT ISSUES TO ADDRESS

PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATION
• Meaningful online learning is
possible(Salmon, 2019).

• Traditional models of delivery.
• Equity of access practically and content of
curriculum.

• Theoretical frameworks exist to facilitate
active and engaging learning online for
students (Salmon, 2013) including the five
stages of learning Salmon (2011).

• Strain on placement capacity.
• Digital literacy – telehealth preparing for the future.
Salmon (2011) Figure 2.1 page 32
www.gillysalmon.com/five-stage-model
(diagram reproduced with permission from Gilly Salmon)

www.uea.ac.uk

www.uea.ac.uk

BUILDING THE PEEP MODEL

PROOF OF CONCEPT

April – May Creation,
implementation and
evaluation of original Peer
Enhanced e-Placement

www.uea.ac.uk

PREWORK

May – Collaboration with
Professor Gilly Salmon and
development of PEEP
acquisition experience

July – piloting and roll out of
the PEEP acquisition
experience

www.uea.ac.uk

PILOTING THE PEEP ACQUISITION EXPERIENCE

THE PEEP ACQUISITION EXPERIENCE
Exploring
professional
standards&
understanding
key pedagogical
components of a
PEEP

A

A

A

WORKSHOP

Sharing exemplar
student timetables,
customizing to
professional and
local course need

FOLLOW
UP

Quiz, Certificate
of completion,
Student ehandbook

The scaffolding and
development has
demonstrated the speed and
efficiency with which a
change in learning
pedagogy can be achieved.
I am certainly far more
confident in my own ability to
facilitate the students’
journey. Thank you so much.

The pre-workshop information
certainly prepares you well for
the session & is integral to
developing a mindset that
encourages PEEP, as an
integral part of students’
learning.
As a means to enhance
learning, it has made me
focus on the Overt and Latent
functions & the learning
phases the students progress
through.

www.uea.ac.uk

www.uea.ac.uk

SCALING: VOLUME AND ACROSS PROFESSIONS

REVIEW OF PLACEMENT ACTIVITY AT UEA
• Demand for accessible placement experiences for all students.

• 63 health and social care placement teams across the UK
(and veterinary nursing in New Zealand).
• 20 professions/fields.
• 13671 potential weeks of placements created.

• Need to significantly scale placement activity further for all to develop relevant
experiences and opportunities.
• Appreciation of wider employability gains from placements and how these can be
achieved through PEEP (Taylor, 2021).
• PEEP provides an effective framework for interdisciplinary learning and team
working.
• This model helps provide a clear baseline for all students to experience.

www.uea.ac.uk

EMBEDDING PEEP WITHIN UEA PLACEMENT STRATEGY
• Strong digital and peer learning pedagogy underpinning student PEEP
experience.
• Maximising the potential of digital delivery of placement learning and
increased collaboration with placement providers.
• Make PEEP accessible for all students.
• PEEP will be planned to be embedded within Occupational Therapy as part
of placement provision as part of course review 2022/2023.
• Intend to pilot a sustainability Grand Challenge multi-disciplinary PEEP
model across UEA in Spring.
www.uea.ac.uk

www.uea.ac.uk

CONCLUSIONS
• PEEP started as an emergency response for Occupational Therapy students.
• Now adopted across the UK and adapted for 20 health and social care
professions/fields.
• Beginning to be adopted across other disciplines outside of health and social
care and internationally.
• Offers a sustainable accessible digital placement option for students across the
higher education sector.
www.uea.ac.uk
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REFERENCES AND WEBSITES
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

NHS. (2019). NHS Long Term Plan https://www.longtermplan.nhs.uk/
Salmon, G. (2011). E-moderating: The key to teaching and learning online (3rd ed.). New York: Routledge
Salmon, G. (2013). E-tivities: The key to active online learning (2nd ed.). London and New York: Routledge
Salmon, G. (2019). May the forth be with your: creating education 4:0 Journal of Learning for Development 6 (2) Issue 2 p 95-115
Taylor, L. (2020). Occupational Therapy Virtual Practice Placement - Case Study https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/allied-healthprofessions/occupational-therapy-virtual-practice-placement
Taylor, L. (2021). An Employability Roadmap for Placements https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/allied-healthprofessions/helping-ensure-essential-supply-ahps/employability-roadmap-placements
Topol Review. (2019). Preparing the healthcare workforce to deliver the digital future. Final Report February 2019 - A Call For
Evidence. Health Education England. Available online: https://topol.hee.nhs.uk
Zafran, H. (2020). A narrative phenomenological approach to transformational learning: lessons from Occupational Therapy
reasoning in educational practice American Journal of Occupational Therapy 2020 Jan-Feb 74 (1) p1-6
www.gillysalmon.com/five-stage-model
www.e-placements.net
www.educationalchemists.com/placements

www.uea.ac.uk

www.uea.ac.uk
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7B
Remote International Internships, at the forefront of employability
Sabrina Starke with University partner Ayla Acar (London South Bank University)
Absolute Internship
sabrina@absoluteinternship.com

Abstract
Remote international internships have been at the forefront of employability since the beginning of
the pandemic. University students around the world had their local placements and internships
abruptly cancelled due to COVID-19. A lack of local work and learning opportunities which
threatened their ability to complete their studies on time and eventually be employed, resulted in
new remote opportunities with international firms. Remote international internships have allowed
students to access work integrated learning opportunities with companies, industries and countries
less affected by the virus worldwide. Presenters will give an in-depth overview of the top industries
students have been seeking and excelling at, as well as the international destinations most in
demand. Additionally, presenters will discuss the various levels of support that have been improved
and innovative, such as international career development, navigating the remote workspace and
working cross-culturally across time zones. Student and employer feedback will be the basis of the
information shared.
Presentation

Remote International Internships
at the forefront of employability

Ayla Acar

Sabrina Starke

Business Development Consultant
London South Bank University

University Partnerships Manager
Absolute Internship

REM OTE INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS - at the forefront of employability
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What will the world of work look
like when your students graduate?

What policy the industry giants such as
Google, Microsoft and Amazon recently
announced?
Hiring freeze
Hybrid remote work
Permanent home office
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What % of organizations you think will work
remotely permanently post COVID-19?

What do you think is the most needed and
valued (soft) skill in the workplace moving
forward?

13%

Time management

17%

Resourcefulness

21%

Adaptability
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85% of organizations do not expect the majority of their workforce

Remote work is here to stay and not
only for digital nomads.

to return to the office until at least Q3 2021

21% of organizations have decided to never bring most of their
workforce back to the office

> Remote Internship
Program

¾ of 3,600 Deloitte executives identified "the ability of their people

to adapt, reskill and assume new roles" as what's most needed to
navigate the future.
Based on research from Deloitte on 2021
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Global Internship Programs

Remote Internship
Program
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

5,000+ interns since 2009
53+ nationalities
800+ companies worldwide
30+ industries

Internship Placement in industry or location of choice
Online orientation and tutorial on Remote Internships
Business and cultural etiquette in host company country
Absolute Academy and language courses
1:1 check-in session
Networking opportunities with fellow program participants
Cultural test and certificate of completion

Every 2 weeks
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4 - 16 weeks

Personalized program

Location based

30% of the interns

Industry based

> Barcelona

> Montreal

> Advertising

> Fashion

> Video Production

> Beijing

> Paris

> Business Development

> Entrepreneurship

> Marketing

> Hong Kong

> Shanghai

> Engineering

> Marketing

> Non-profit

> Lisbon

> Singapore

> Green Technology

> Non-profit

> Publishing

> London

> Stockholm

> Healthcare/ Pharma

> Publishing

> Public Relations

> Madrid

> Tokyo

> Human Resources

> Public Relations

> Sports management

> Information Technology

> Sports management

> Sustainability

> Journalism

> Sustainability

> Video Production

are working remotely from

LONDON
20% of the interns
are working remotely from

BARCELONA
8% for local companies
12% for companies abroad
(Lisbon, Stockholm, Madrid)

REM OTE INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS - at the forefront of employability
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Current st at e of careers and
job recruit ing

Industries that are booming for
students or recent graduates

Top Indust ries for Remot e Int ernships

Industries that have
taken a hit

Industries that are
reinventing themselves

● BD / Sales

● Tourism & Travel

● Education

● Digital M arketing, Social M edia

● Hospitality

● Fashion

● Public Relations

● Real Estate

● Art Gallery

● IT

● Event Planning

● Home improvement/ entertainment

● Art Gallery

● Retail

● Consulting
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Support t hroughout t he program

Top Dest inat ions for Remot e Int ernships

7.9 out of 10 Program experience

Company

8.7

8

8.2
7.1

Absolute Internship

> Onboarding

> Program orientation

> Company policy guide and
Assignment outline

> 1:1 Internship check-in and
Coaching sessions

> Check-in meetings and
mentorship hours

> Post internship orientation,
Profile update and consultation

> Online events and Career
Speakers Session
> Absolute Academy: e-learning
platform for professional and
interpersonal skills development:
Host city cultural training

> Internship Debrief & Feedback
8.7

7.7

8.7
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Program Feedback

Program Feedback
Mixing different cultures takes us out of our comfort zone and
help us understand why some things are different

I cannot thank Absolute Internship and my host company enough.
For not only providing this opportunity, but also supporting and
inspiring throughout. The experiencehas been truly invaluable,
promoting both professional and personal development. It truly is
possible to interact globally from anywhere if only you have the
motivation to seek it.

Tech Startup in Lisbon

Students

Companies

Performance
How satisfied the company is with
interns’ overall performance

90%

Workplace

Repeat

Adele - Japanese Studies at Durham University
Business Development internship in Tokyo, Japan

Program
Experience

93%

83%

Overall program experience and
development

The students feel part of the team and ability to learn a lot in a
very short time
If you would host more remote
interns in the future

82%

Workload, learning experience
and Workplace environment

Media Production company in Montreal

Recommendations
If you would recommend the
remote internship program to other
companies

The students were very professional in all aspects of the workload
and the time was used proactively. It was a pleasure and a breath
of fresh air to see the deep motivation and total interest the
students had in the projects we worked on. It was overall an
exciting experience for both of us.

Professional
Readiness

SaaS company in Singapore

100%

87%

My internship allowed me to improve my technical skills a lot. I
gained confidence about my future career and I have a way better
idea of what I want to do in the future.
Sorin - Computer Science at Westminster University
IT internship in M ontreal, Canada

Feel confident in post graduation
employment
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Follow @absoluteinternship
to learn all the news about
the Absolute program,
student takeovers, their tips
to future interns, special
offers and much more!

Thank you!

Find out more about the

#absolutetribe

Q&
A
REM OTE INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS - at the forefront of employability
ASET Annual Conference 2021

#GoGlobalFromAnyw
here
Copyright © Absolute Internship

_

_

Questions?
977 408
the937
forefront
of employability
REM
OTE INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS - at+34
Email us info@absoluteinternship.com
Carrer de Bailen 20, Barcelona 08010 Spain
ASET Annual Conference 2021

www.absoluteinternship.com
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Reshaping
Workplace
Experiences
for Equality
AUTHOR
Adam Crane, Employer Engagement Coordinator, University of Chester - Cheshire, UK

CONTEXT

2

OBJECTIVE

3

WHAT WE DID

CHALLENGES

Small businesses often don’t have
access to or the time and
resources to use the wealth of
equality initiatives available, such
as specific training or the use of
technology to support equality in
recruitment, for example through
automated applicant tracking
systems.
Only 17% of small employers
currently utilise anonymised CV’s,
to remove any potential for
unconscious bias taking place at
the application stage, compared
with 35% of employers with more
than 50 employees*.

Our objective is to increase
engagement in Workplace
Experiences by under-represented
groups, knows as Widening
Participation groups or WP

From 2021, all applications from
students and graduates to
participate in Workplace
Experience opportunities will be
completely anonymised. All
identifying information will be
removed to ensure applications
are assessed purely on content
and not on any personal
information contained in the
application itself. Employers won't
have access to information such as
age, gender, ethnicity, or any
other protected characteristics, to
ensure any potential for
unconscious bias is eliminated.

Some employers were skeptical at
first, but very quickly we saw
significant acceptance for
anonymised applications and
employers started to use our service
to demonstrate their commitment to
diversity.
We did also notice an early
challenge with international
students from very different
cultures. For example, some
students from Asia didn't
understand the concept and were
very used to sharing detailed
personal information. After some
time, they realised the benefits.

1

5

INITIAL FINDINGS

These opportunities are often
gateways to further opportunities and
can create valuable networks for the
future.
We need to help level the playing
field for students and graduates from
under-represented groups such as
those from caregiving or leaving
backgrounds to those with
disabilities.

6

60%

NEXT STEPS

As of this academic year and since our equality and
inclusivity transformation of Workplace Experiences,
over HALF of all applicants and
successful/appointed applicants are now from our
WP cohort. This is a significant jump (Exactly 100%
YoY for appointed).

40%

This demonstrates that not only were our changes
justified and having an impact, but most importantly
our WP cohort is engaging with us more than ever.

20%

It is also important to note that this trend is against a
backdrop of an actual reduction in application
numbers over the three years. I think this
demonstrates that our WP students (and students in
general) are being more targeted, focused, and
selective in their engagement activities.

0%

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

--- WP Applicants // --- WP Appointed

Specifically for BAME applicants, our engagement
grew from 30% to 49% YoY with blind applications.

RELATED LITERATURE
https://www.adecco.co.uk/-/media/adeccogroup/brands/adecco-global-2016/uk/media/pdfs/Adecco-Unconscious-Bias

Online, 7-8 September 2021

4

University careers services are
fantastic at sharing best practices
through their extensive networks
such as the Association of Graduate
Advisory Services and the Institute
of Student Employers, however, we
must also provide greater support
to those small businesses we work
with to help them combat
unconscious bias. Using
anonymised applications is one way
in which we are achieving this at
the University of Chester. We look
forward to working even more
closely in the future to share what
we have learned as a university with
our community of employers.
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The Placement and Employability Professionals’ Body
ASET is the professional body for placement and employability staff. It has been at the forefront of
developments in sandwich courses and other forms of work placements, in both Higher and Further
Education, for more than 30 years. We represent over 1800 academic and administrative placement
staff at more than 130 HE and FE institutions.
ASET has been the catalyst for the development of guidelines in many areas and also for the promotion
and dissemination of best practice. We continue to champion the general concept of work-based
learning.
ASET is an educational charity run by work-based learning practitioners for work-based learning
practitioners and offers support, advice, guidance and representation to all professionals who work in
the sector.
As the leading organisation in the work based and placement learning sector we seek to provide
independent and influential strategic leadership for it.
Membership gives all relevant staff at universities, further education colleges and employers the
opportunity to benefit from, and contribute to, a wealth of experience and expertise.
If you wish to discuss any aspect of ASET’s work, please contact the ASET office or any of the Executive
Committee Members. Contact details are below:
ASET
The Work-Based and Placement Learning Association
The Burton Street Foundation
57 Burton Street
Sheffield
S6 2HH
Tel: +44 (0)114 234 5197
Email: aset@asetonline.org
Website: www.asetonline.org
ASET Office
Debbie Siva-Jothy
Janet Aspinall

Chief Operating Officer
Membership and Events Co-ordinator
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ASET Conference 2022
The next Annual Conference will be at Keele University
6-7 September 2022

www.asetonline.org

Disclaimer
Please note that these proceedings of the 2021 ASET Annual Conference are the views of the
presenters, together with a description of the discussions that took place.
Nothing either expressed or implied is a legal interpretation; nor is it a statement of the policy or
intent of ASET.
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Appendix A

Placement Practitioner Toolkit
Handout to accompany the Research Showcase presentation ‘Joining the dots: how research is
informing a placement practitioner toolkit’ at the 2021 ASET Conference

Introduction
The Placement Practitioner Toolkit at the University of Warwick has been created by the central
Internships, Placements and Work Experience team. It brings together internal and external policies,
processes and helpful guidance to support the work of Placement Practitioners.
Resources are being co-designed with professional services and academic departments following
consultation and an audit of the toolkit in March 2021.
The toolkit is divided into the following sections – hyperlinks will take you to the relevant page in this
document:
•
•
•
•

Pre-programme
Pre-placement
On placement
Post placement

The pre-placement, on placement and post placement sections are separated into resources for
practitioners, students and employers, and can be downloaded and shared as necessary.
The webpages are live and accessible to University of Warwick staff only, so this handout has been
put together to provide you with an overview of each section and a list of current resources and
those in development.
Screenshot of the toolkit homepage

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Pre-programme
This section supports the creation of new placement activity that is planned and incorporated within
a student’s programme of study. Screenshots are provided to show the format with a list of content,
current and planned, below.

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Pre-programme content:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QAA quality code for work-based learning
QAA quality code for course design and development
ASET guidance and good practice information
University Education Strategy
University Employability Strategy
University Wellbeing Strategy
‘What is placement work?’ explanation
Internal placement approval guidelines
Internal policy for the accreditation of placements
Internal guidance and policy for assessment
Support for staff development including links to ASET training and support

Planned content:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsibilities for all parties (university, academic department, practitioner, student and
employer)
Considerations for planning new placement activity
Examples of involving students or employers in placement design
Emergency procedures
Glossary of placement learning terms
Guidance and examples of assessment types
Guidance for institutional responsibility under the Equality Act and National Minimum Wage
Standardised statements for placement activity for use in the Prospectus
Descriptors for practitioner responsibilities that can be inserted into job descriptions

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Pre-placement
This section covers the period before a student begins their placement when much of the
administrative work is completed. Screenshots are provided to show the format with a list of
content, current and planned, below.

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Pre-placement content
Practitioner resources
Current content
Internal Health and Safety policy and guidance

Planned content
Overall placement process map

External Health and Safety guidance (ASET and
Universities Safety and Health Association)

Guidance for employer engagement

Risk assessment training information

Standardised tri-partite agreements

Link to internal risk assessment for
international travel

Guidance for communications to students and
topics to cover

Link to internal data protection policy, guidance
and training

Guidance for effective record keeping

Placement Learning framework
Internal placement network information

Guidance for checking that vacancies meet
legal requirements: pay, shift hours, equality
and diversity
Guidance for non-disclosure agreements

Administrative procedures for international
students on work placement

Guidance for resolving issues and seeking
support from the institution

Link to Post-Brexit rules for UK students
undertaking work experience in the EU

Processes and guidance for international work
placements

Links to QAA Covid-19 guidance

Student resources
Current content
Link to internal student placement information

Planned content
Pre-placement checklist

Guidance for finding a work placement

Guidance for creating a digital profile e.g. on
LinkedIn

Link to Getting Started with Work Experience
Moodle course
Work placement information for international
students and associated procedures
Link to international work placement risk
assessment and tri-partite agreements
Pre-placement wellbeing exercise

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Placement application tracker
Student resource pack from Rate My Placement
Link to internal student guide to remote
working
Employer resources
Current content
Link to internal micro-site for advice for
working with Warwick students
Gov.uk link to Right to Work checks

Planned content
Guidance for managing a hybrid work
placement

Link to internal employer micro-site with
recruitment good practice
Application template feedback form
Interview template feedback form
Health and Safety form
Link to internal employer guide for supporting
remote/virtual placements
Work-based learning framework

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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On placement
"On placement" covers the period from the student's first day of placement until completion.
Screenshots are provided to show the format with a list of content, current and planned, below.

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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On placement content
Practitioner resources
Current content
Template placement visit form

Planned content
Template schedule for communications

Placement Tutor guidance

A template for student communications

ASET guidelines for managing placement issues

Topics to cover to support students returning
to university
Internal guidance for resolving issues and
seeking support from the institution
Examples of professional development
obtained by remaining in contact with the
employer

Student resources
Current content
Reflective journey guide

Planned content
On placement student checklist
Guidance for finding housemates and
accommodation for the return to university
Wellbeing activity

Practitioner resources
Current content
Good practice for the placement experience
(link to employer micro-site)

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Post placement
"Post-placement" describes both the end of the placement itself and the administrative period that
concludes departmental placement activity. Screenshots are provided to show the format with a list
of content, current and planned, below.

Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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Post-placement content
Practitioner resources
Current content
Consent form for collating case studies

Planned content
Examples of integrating placement learning into
future studies
Ideas and template session/event plans for
involving students in the promotion of
placement activity and sharing their
experiences
Guidance for reviewing placement
opportunities
Information supporting the annual review of
placement activity
Templates for collecting feedback from
students and employers
Guidance for establishing alumni networks to
support the promotion of placement activity

Student resources
Current content
Link to Work Experience Learning and
Development Moodle course
Link to new university accommodation portal

Planned content
Post placement checklist
Post placement wellbeing exercise

Case study template

Employer resources
Current content
Good practice for ending a placement (link to
employer micro-site)

Planned content
Template for seeking feedback from students

Employer case study template

Contact details
If you have any questions or would like more information about the toolkit, please contact:
Jo Ramsay, Joanna.Ramsay@warwick.ac.uk or placementlearning@warwick.ac.uk
Jo Ramsay, Project Officer, Internships, Placements and Work Experience team
The University of Warwick
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